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With which may come into our possession
chief m connection witn tins matter. '
Martin M. Mulhall,
Mulhall identified
a letter from
lobbyist for the National Association
J. Ridge, outlining work done
James
of Manufacturers as the prize, the
by Ridge among Rhode Island labor
senate and house lobby investigations unions in 1904 in behalf of Aldrich's
continued their contest today for first candidacy.
Mulhall testified
giving
testimony from the star wliaess. The' Ridge $600 which he got from Cush
ing, secretary for the manufacturers,
senate won.
to help Aldrich in his campaign for
Surrounded by guards to ward off
In a letter relating to
subpoena servers from the house, Mul- Ridge it was said "The senator is
hall continued his story before the well pleased with the work of your
of
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AND BURNED BY REBELS

Mexico City, July 12. As an indi- Mexican owner of an adjoining ranch
cation of the fervor of patriotism thai with a chisel because he was unable
has been aroused in Mexico, the de to produce $2000 which they da- partment of the interior announced manded.
today that representatives of 00,000
Villa May Attack Chihuahua.
workmen had appealed to the govern101
Paso, Texas, July 12. Juan San
ment for military instruction in order
chez Azcona, private secretary to
that they might be ready to fight for
Franisco Mndero at the time Madero
the national existence.
was taken and killed, accompanied by
The newspaper EI Pais says is has
been visited by a committee of women Jose Maria Maytorena, governor ot
school teachers who offered to enter Sonora, at the same time, reached
here today, returning from a confer
tie ranks of the army and fight in ence
with VenuBtiano Carranza In
case of an international conflict.
and announced that all rebTh' hludents of the federal capital Coahuila,
are denizing a demonstration for els In northern Mexico are in perfect
accord. Following their arrival here.
Sunday in which thev have invited
t e .torklngmen and all other classes Mexican federal secret service men
said a message was sent to Pancho
to 'participate, Although the organiz
to withdraw from the vicinity of
ers have cautioned those who will Villa
Juarez
and concentrate on Chihuahua,
participate to keep order, there Ij for fear of embroiling the United
grave fear on the part of conservative Slates in
the event of a border battle.
Mexicans and also among the Ameriafcan colony that the demonstration will Azcona and Maytorena declined to
firm or deny bringing a message from
serious
trouble.
provoke
In spite of the protests of Ambassa- Carranza.
dor W ilson in regard to the attitude i.
from Chttuahua today Btating that tho
of the newspaper, especially of ,E,
uiufiuu, adPais, that journal devotee its first, page itriivu iiuiuuiu yL j ungualand
from the south
repairing
to the
movement,
its vancing
the railroad into Chihuahua, had rearticles being highly sensational.
pulsed the rebels at Paula, near ChiIn its editorial columns it cautions huahua,
killing 170,
prudence, but utters a strong intimaAmericans Released.
tion thnt the time is near when MexLaredo,
Texas, July 12. Perempticans must fight the United States. It
demands
by American authorities
ory
urges the public not to place itsell today obtained the release of the
in the position of having provoked a
American prisoners
war and to leave the responsibility to three remaining
by constitutionalists at. Hidalgo,
the United States. It declares that held
a "great wave of patriotic enthusiasm Mexico.
Two Mexican cowboys who had
has been aroused throughout the been
taken with the Americans were
country."
V.
freed.
(
Ambassador Receives Letter.
The party was escorted to the borMexico City, July 12. An
der by United States Consul Garrett
mous letter was received by Ambassa of Nuevo Laredo. It was said the
dor Wilson today and was Immediately constitutionalists held the party for
rereferred to the Mexican foreign office $4,000 ransom. The Americans
for investigation.
leased today were the elder Hazel-rigWm. Randolph and Isaac Cade.

ecnate committee, reciting details
friend."
the fight he alleged the manufacturers
Attorney MoCarter tried to have the
to beat Representative committee keep out testimony by
l'.naneed
senanow
a
New
Hughes, of
Jersey,
Mulhall relating to conversations beNelson W. Aldrich as tween Cushing and others which he
tor; to
senator from Rhode Island and re- had not actually heard. The commitelect former Representative Uttle-field- , tee refused.
of Maine. Mulhall talked of "InA reference to President Taft
side work" and "outside work;" of a came in connection with notations on
ciilar cablegram addressed to all the
bookkeeper at the American Federa- the back of one of the Mulhall envelpowers merely as a mutter of infortion of Labor, whom he charged with opes. The following names appeared:
mation.
C. D. Frestone,
later becoming a paid spy for the manCplumbus Buggy
Greece Agrees To Peace.
AlC.
ufacturers' association and of N.
company; Col. W. H. Morgan,
Athens,
July 12. It is
Downes, private secretary to former liance, Ohio; John N. Taylor, East
announced that the Greek govern
;
Senator McComas, of Maryland, who Liverpool, Ohio; D. J. Sinclair,
ment had replied to the Russian propH. M. Hanna, Cleveland."
he alleged was taking pay from the
osal for the cessation of hostilities that
was
when
it
manufacturers' association
"These five names were submitted
peace must be concluded on the battiying to beat McComas because of to me by Senator Foraker of Ohio to
tlefield. The proposal of Russia was
liis eight-hou- r
labor bills; Mulhall's hand to President Taft at an interGreat Britain and
supported
by
cover
several
to
was
I
view
with
him
at
his
have
days.
testimony may
.
Fiance.
The house committee meanwhile summer residence in 1910, concerning
It is reported that the Greek troops
tesfoiled in its attempts to get first
the campaign in Ohio," Mulhall testiHAVE AGREED! today occupied the tovv.i of Drama to A FURTHER DISCUSSION OF THE ALL
ALL BALKAN STATES
timony from Mulhall, made formal de- fied. The committee did not develop
the northeast of Seres hitherto he'd
mand 'on the senate committee for Its the point further.
Tn niippn ip itiTrnurniiTnn
WATER
ABSORBING
y the Bulgarions. Thev are also said
QUESTION,
Hi
nuooiH
iniLnmcuiHiun.
iu
camfurther
about
st of witnesses, yet unheard and
the
Testifying
to have taken possesison of the Port
swore
to
Mulhall
discuss paign against Hughes,
AND A SUGGESTION THAT THE
planned to meet later today
-FI- GHTING, HOWEVER, CONTINof Dedeghatieh on ti-ogean sea.
he went to Palmer in New Jersey to
further action.
BULGASTUDY BE TAKEN UP IN
UES IN SOME PLACES.
Under subp"enaes to appear at the aid Hughes opponents. He hired six
Riots tn Sofia.
;
csama.hour before two separate con unici , rnen. to work against Hmrhes
RIA SUSPENDS NEWSPAPERS.
12.
Rumors of
London, July
gressional committees In session at and paid them altogether about $1800
tumults In Sofia are telegraphed by
Asso-came
which
from
National
the
M.
ends
of
the capital, Martin
distant
tl e Vienna correspondent of the Cenof Manufacturers through
Mulhall, who is testifying as to the elation
The
agitation aud
Sofia, July 12. All the belligerents tral News, who
reports that a mob sion of present
alleged "lobbying" activities of the Cushing. The union men in the pay in the Balkan war have
the water question, together
Russia
given
stormed the government offices and
National Association of Manufactur- of the National Association of Manuwith my familiarity with the Santa Fe
ers, today faced a puzzling situation. facturers, Mulhall said, took posses- full power to find a way to bring hos- came into contact with the troops who river from its source, has developed a
The tangle was the result of a clash sion of 75,000 circulars sent into the tilities to an end.
jiiitu a, voiiKj, Killing many people, n lline of thought in my mind which may
is also rumored that the royal palace
of authority between the senate and district by the American Federation
Newspapers Suspended.
be of value to this community. It is a
Down Grade Saved Rebels.
Minlng Camps Looted.
f Labor to aid Hughes and turned
house investigators.
from is surrounded.
Vienna, July 12. A message
to talk over this matter
time
good
Mex July 12. Rebels
Eagle Pass, Texas, July 12. A wild
Guadalajara,
cam9
to
over
the Republican
Both committees met at
o'clock, them
Sofia says that the populace of the
while the subject is fresh in our minds today looted and burned the camps ride down grade saved most of a
but Mulhall and J. H. McMichael ap- paign committee. He named the fol- Bulgarian capital is in ignorance of!
while all of us are more or less of the Boca Ancha Mining company, constitutionalist troop train which
TO ROB and
peared at the senate committee room lowing as the men he hired to work the actual military and political sit- BANDIT TRYS
interested in its solution.
a Chicago concern, and or tne uoia federals ambushed at Castano yesterand were placed under guard of an as- against Hughes: Michael Collins of uation in tho Balkans. The governlet Slandard Mining company, a Phila day, according to reports reaching
In our study of the subject,
New
of
Jacob
Cassilear
sistant sergeant at arms.
Philadelphia:
ment has suspended the newspapers
tiiese ideas of mine form Chapter 1. delphia firm at Concho, in the east here. The federals turned heavy ar- SUMMER MOTEL
Muhall finally resumed the stand and York; Wm. J. Ryan of the Electrical so as to prevent unfavorable
news
Mr. Phillips' report on the water of Chihuahua.
The buildings of the tilleny into the train, smashing the
Let
took up the Identification of his letters Workers union, in New York, and from spreading while the war office
supply and reservoir site form Chap Gold Standard company were destroy engine and several cars of supplies.
which he began at last night's; ses- George Burke of Paterson.
continues to Issue reports of the sucthe train
sion.
Mulhall did not recall the names of cess of the Bulgarian armies in the KILLS WATCHMAN, BUT SHOT ALARMS ter I. Let Mr. French's report on the ed, and those of the Booa Ancha badly Constitutionalists aboard
American officials escaped cut loose eight cars, allowing them
3. Have damaged.
be
stream
guage
Mulhall Identified more letters show- two others.
Chapter
field.
GUESTS AND ROBBER FLEES, HAVING
Arthur Seligman write a chapter on a from the place before the arrival of to back down grade into Monclova.
Mulhall thought that George Burke,
ing his relations with Marshall CussUntil last evening the inhabitants
Several constitutionalists were killed.
bond issue. And Jet us get as the rebels.
of
Association
of
a
aepu-the
who voted in Hugnes district
ing, secretary
OF VALUE.
NOTHING
TAKEN
NOT possible
of Sofa knew not.hing of the action
B. C. Johnson, English owner of the
Washington, D. C, July 12. Amer- Manufacturers. He testified he had ty collector of internal revenue, was teken by R0manja whose troops
many more Chapters as possible,
Autland
lean
Consul Luther Ellsworth at Pie- in
Hacienda
the
Alcihuatal
YET.
CAPTURED
Fe
an understanding with Cushing that on his pay roll in the campaign against have crossed thft Bulgarian frontier
Formerly the water of the Santa
bene- - district of Jalisco, was driven off the dras Negras today received instructfor
was
all
he was to receive $100 a week and Hughes.
river
appropriated
and occupied considerable territory.
is hiding with ions to demand the release of L. L.
"You bribed these men to vote
ficial use, aud so used, by the farmers place by the rebels and
$40 a week for expenses for "general
Greeks Take Seres.
. Colorado
in the mountains.
Orders Davis and John Rives. American prisSprings, July 12. A mask- between the site of the
his
wife
reserfield work and lobby work in Wash- against Hughes?" asked Senator Cumlarge
Greek ed man
Saloniki,
to hold up the night
July 12. The
nearest
sent
to
been
the
attempted
have
troops oners of constitutionalists near Monremins.
can
ington."'
have fully occupied the town clerk at the Cliff House, a fashionable voir and lower Agua Fria. I
troops
to
them.
rescue
to
terey. Their place of residence is
attempt
how
he
of
"I don't know whether you can call of
Mulhall testified further
in the hands of the summer hotel at Manttou, J2 miles member very well the time when
Seres,
Rebels cut off the fingers of the not known.
worked to defeat the late Senator It bribery or not they were paid a Bulgarians,recently
all
covered
farms
practically
been
law
has
and martial
west of here, early today, shot and kil thrifty
McComas of Maryland, although he weekly
salary. That money was
there.
led Night Watchman C. Whitehead, the bottom lands between this city
said as the senators friend. He said spent in legitimate work that is what proclaimed
Fria. There were users would
The number of Greek residents and
to the hills. "A posse was and lower Agua
amply take care of inter
he had received 600 letters from Cush- they called it. It has been done by massacred by the Bulgarians before sent escaped
more
many
people living there est and sinking fund on bonds for the ROOSEUELT
very
9
to
in
o'clock
but
up
pursuit,
McComas.
on
was
directed
for
both
years. Ryan
ing
against
parties
LEAUES FOR THE
they left Seres was 200 including this morning had found no trace of than now and those people were far purchase of the old plant and the
A letter to Senator Foraker, Sept- my list for about fifteen weeks al- most
more prosperous, happy and contentof the prominent citizens.
man.
Several
were
the
taken
one.
new
suspects
these
That
the
of
building
ember 19, 1904, referred to a suggest- together, first at $40 and then $60 a
PAINTED DESERT
into custody, but none have been iden ed, than Is the poor remnant found bonds, backed by the credit of the
ion that Mulhall go to Rhode Island week," said Mulhall. He added, that PREMIER REPUDIATES
would-bthere
tified
1
as
'hold
the
RESPONSIBILITY.
today,
finfl
Ante.
wnnlH
up.
While
ritv
rpflllv
to help Senator Aldrich In his cam- Ryan was "on the list" to do general
N. M., July 12. ColoThe development of this city along iom 'not
Walking past a number of guests
Sofia, July 12. Premier Daneff toaUogether converted to munl- - nelAlbuquerque,
paign. He testified he went later at political work In labor ranks engaged
Roosevelt
Theodore
and sons,
a
on
more
modern
lines
in
and
the
in
the
greater
the
in
a
required
porch
lobby,
parlia
speech
I do believe that this
day repudiated
ownership,
the request of Aldrich.
In Helping to beat Hughes.
cipal
of water within the scheme could be best carried out un- Archibald and Quentin, left at noon
of Bulgaria for the bandit, shortly before 1 o'clock this consumption
ment
responsibility
"He asked me to get into touch
Senator Reed asked if the National
today for the Grand Canyon of the
morning, covered Night Clerk Con. Kmits of the town and in consequence der this method.
with the labor men to get their sup- Association of Manufacturers "went occurrences In the Balkans.
where they will spend a
Colorado,
who had provoked Casson and Night Watchman White-ea- tlie farmers below began to suffer. As
of
"The
question
I am not an engineer and my views
port."
into pontics ana supports
with a revolver and ordered them this development continued, the farmweek, leaving then with a pack train
nrMnt hnatilitiea would, he. said.
er
A letter of Introduction for Harry K. generally
set
be
forth
above
proven
may
ai
wheth-bthe Republican organization or
behind the counter. Whitead made an ers below have been practically wiped
for the Hop! and Mokl Indian villages
dpclded DV a proper inquirj-Kurten, given by the Council of Allied er It singled out Individual men
roneous, but I firmly believe tnem to to witness
the sacred snake dances
out that he had accepted attempt to escape through a cloak out.
Pointing
worth
are
Building Trades of Philadelphia was
be
sound; anyhow, they
tne country wnom u sup Russia's offer of mediation immediate- room door, but a bullet from the banand to visit the painted desert. The
It is perhaps a nice legal question
;
offered In evidence. It was signed by tnrougnout
investiga-t.onconsideration, and possibly,
Mulhall said it generally supRoosevelt will be many miles from a
v hether or not the rights of the town
ly after it had been preferred the pre- dit's gun dropped him dead.
Kurten as secretary. Kurten was en-- 1 ported. the
because. If sound, the possibiliand
ticket
par- mier said that as early as possible
roused
The
and
shot
the
late
Republican
ported
railroad and telegraph during nearly
use
its
guests
we
for
can
are
such
that
take
In
the fight
gaged, Mulhall testified,
from
to
town
their
benefit
for
this
ties
who he had ordered a suspension of opera- without attempting to secure any the water
Democrats
opposed
a'l the time they are in the Indian
required, and give the other realization are simply enormous.
against William Hughes, then a rep- ticularly
to its po- tions and had thus not only accepted money or valuables the bandit rushed
country. They expect to be back In
fellow, who formerly owned it all,
resentative and now a senator from were too actively opposed
reto
effort
the
make
least
us
at
Let
sition on labor questions.
mediation but had put an end to the through an outer door, lumned a h'eh what is left if there he anv but
Albuquerque in six weeks.
New Jersey.
which
turn to the native people that
Efforts to control Senator McComas sanguinary conflicts insofar as it lay porch railing and disappeared in the t,1(,re can not be tw0 opinions about we
"Were you sent to help beat Hughe3
taken
away
have
probably
unjustly
.
darkness.
.,. ,.,,..,,,.
.,,
In hiB power to do so.
aMa
by the National Association of Manv-- , on labor legislation were further
from them their chance to make a WATER SUPPLY
Negotiations Off.
nr tint tn rpftnir tfioir lonrlv mnral living
facturers?" asked Mr. Read. "Why did shown by another letter December 15,
especially, if we find it good
Negotiations
PRESIDENT
RETURNS
13.
r.
i1i
4U
which
to
and
Constantinople,
to
July
beat Hughes?"
Mulhall,
1904, apparently
TURNED OFF
' business" as well as good morals to
they want
FROM
OUTING
TODAY.
re
and
between
Bulgaria
ju,KHi;.ghtB?
Turkey
"On account of his holding a union was written by Cushing. It urged
so.
do
IN SILK STRIKE
,
j beUeVe that by a proper method
card, being affiliated with the Ameri- Mulhall to deal with McComas on the garding the future frontier between Cornish, N, H., July 12. President
Assume for the sake of the argu- f
Wilson will return to Washington
can Federation of Labor and his acti supposition that the latter wanted a the two nations have failed.
conservation and distribution of the
The government sent a note to th? morrow much benefitted by his out-- j ater in the Sauta Fe river, an abund-ingPaterson. N. J., July 12. Pater- vity on the floor of the house and with federal judgeship in prospect.
PiiouiQ go inio courts anu ui&iw a ugui
out strjke Qf BUk
"He (McComas) needs to under- commander of the Bulgarian troops
the labor leaders in Washington."
Today he motored tn Hanover rKt supply for a town twice our pres-fo- r for their possible rights; or suppose
evacuation
d a new and
one more, golf game.
miu wQrkera deve,
demanding
Kurten was given credentials, Mul stand," the letter added, "that the last night
ent sjze a8 weu as for the irrigation seme
sharp speculator should buy
hall said, bo he could get into union industrial needs of the country are fcrthwith of all territory south of the
iot all the land below town that was up these now practically worthless BeHoU() complication today with the
more thoroughly organized than ever line running from Enos, on the Aegean
C(lUmg off of tne water BUppy ,n the
labor meetings to oppose Hughes.
cultivated in the paBt and three times lands and make and sustain his
right nouse8 ot hundreds of idle families,
"The work of this kind was always before and they will have none of him sea, to Midia, on the Black sea. Other- - X
as much more, can be secured.
ATTENTION!
X
would
for
water
what
lo
them,
landords have carried tenants
bill. All the same wise they would be driven out by the
secret," said Mulhall. "It was done or of his
Maps could now he easily made cost this city to get Its necessary wa Many
Through a mistake the name of
for months without rent, meantime
under cover."
are
not vindictive and if he hon- Turkish troops.
of
and
they
location
the
Guadalnft'e
the
X
showing
acreage
was
church
used
ter? "Opportunity Is bald behind"
the water bills.
"Did you pose as a friend of the la- estly means to let up you, of course,
General Izzet Pasha, commander-in-chie- f
J8 in connection
with the carnival
ithe lands formerly irrigated. These and we might well take strong hold of meeting
A health department order issued
bor organizations and thus work ran promise to do onything that you
of the Turkish army, has left
a
In
now running here. The benefit
should,
my opinion, be given
this particular proposition by the
today demands that property owners
against these organizations from the can to remove any of the obstacles for the front.
is for the Tuesday club instead of X petual water right. New lands should
turn on the water within 48 hours.
inside?" asked Senator Cummins. . that you can from the path of his amThe landing of Greek troops near
water
8tiff
which
a
the
they
church.
right,
Xliay
Special police have been assigned to
"Not at that time."
on the X
of Dedeaghatch,
Port
the
bitions."
reason
afford
well
to
could
do
the
for
see that the order is enforced.
Chairman Overman of the senate
Mul-tscauses the Turkish gov- X The above notice was handed $ that farm
to
sea,
Other
letters
from
Aegean
DAY
IN
at
more
Cushing
THE
are
CONGRESS.
worth
products
committee, sent a formal noticecom-to
which ernment anxiety.
to
extent
the
N.
developed
X to the editorial staff this morn- - X Snta Fe,
M., than in any other
NEW TRIAL DENIED
Chairman Garrett of the house
Mulhall was working with various po- X Ing. The New Mexican has no X town of its size in the United States.
Senate.'-- '
ROSENTHAL MURDERER.
mittee at 10:30 o'clock that the senate litical factions
Unofficial
Protest.
in Maryland,
either
X desire to enter into this contro- - X
I believe it to be undoubtedly true
Not in session; meetB Monday.
New York, July 12. Charles Beckcommittee would Insist on keeping
D. C, July 12. A peti- X verey, or
to
a
Washington,
or
"select
abate
winner"
to
trying
the
X
water
itself
that
the
had
misrepresent anybody,
belongs
committee heard testimony er's application for a new trial on
Mulhall as a witness until it
McComas actively In support of the tion from prominent Bulgarians to X nor does it desire to be made X people and cannot be legally taken of Lobby
Martin M. Mulhall.
the charge of murdering the gambler,
finished with him.
Wilson
Piesident
menbill.
against
men
.he
X
An
protesting
of
the
the
X
goat.
fiom them. I believe that at the
inspection of the
House.
Herman Rosenthal, was denied by the
Chairman Overman assured the tioned in his Many
warthe
of
violations
of
rules
to
X
as
letters
alleged
the
contract for the payment of a per- X
opposed
of the present franchise or
Met at noon and adjourned at 12:31 supreme court today. Counsel had
house committee that the senate InGreek
forces
at
the
Saloniki
fare
In
X entage reads
bills
by
with "Guadalupe X F ossibly before the plant of the pres- the associations cam
m. to noon Tuesday.
the case on the
sought to
vestigators would release Mulhall lat
not elicit a reply from the state X church.' This is all we care to Xient water comDanv could he condemn p.
Introduced ground of newly discovered evidence- er subject to a house subpoena and, paign , against that measure were will
Henry
Representative
department because of its unofficial X say, pro or con on the matter. X
appraised and bought, that the resolution to resume money trust in- - if relief comes to Becker now It must
make available to the house commit
character. It is believed to TTe a cir-X i ir come from domestic and Irrigation
(Continued on page tour).
j be
tee order "any and all papers now or
quiry.
through the higher courts,
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few sensible farmers can pool their
ii sues, establish a factory, and be the
BABY BADLY
upbuilders of a great section of a
slate. The conservation end that you
LETTERS
mentioned in your interview is worthy
BURNED
of good display on its own merits.
The conservationists
are
strong
NEWS CAN BE INSHOW HOW TAINTED
throughout the west. Make them boost
your crusade by appearing to boost From Shoulders to Ankles. Skin
CHAPJECTED INTO NEWSPAPERS- -A
theirs. In your hotel interviews around
Redand Blistered. CuticuraOint-me- nt
r
TER IN THE LOBBY INVESTIGATION.
the
states or the potential
Cured in Two Weeks.
states seems to me it
would be an excellent idea to say that
15 North Ash Ht., Spokane, 'Wash.
(By Gilson Gardner.)
jou are in town to consult a number " My baby was slr k and I had to give him
Washington, D. C, July 12 How of
acto
a
view
men
with
prominent
baths and rub him with alcohol and one
tainted news" is injected into news- quiring a tract of land to go into the
evening by mistake in the
!
papers in consequence of the lavish
dark I grabbed tho bottle
business.
Every papef
r.te of money by lobbies like that
s
that contained carbolic acid
WE ARE" FISHING TOR
that goes in for local 'imshown
trust
is
for
the
and rubbed soma on before I
sugar
operating
will editorialize to beat
provements'
notired my mistake. Baby
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And
never
is
The
difference
"The
between
this
Summer
forgotten
western
only
most
of
the
country
ably be set for some time in the early
administration.)
cal wreck when I began taking
The lowest temperature last night mo,.nj,lgi wjti, center or lowest pres-wa- s
Girl" and "The Summer Woman."
when the Spanish capital was estab-lithe8.
Elizabeth Tyler married to Will- - fall".
treatA week's
VIGORETTES.
0.'!
W hile the former is having a "good
and the lowest report-- 8ura over southern New Mexico. Cool
on this very spot. now the oldment and I began to feel better. ed fromdegrees,
other stations wan as er weather is general, skies are clear time" the latter is too often dragging est capital in the I'nited States and
the
Now, thanks to your wonderful
follows:
The agonizing discomfort and sense
and precipitation lucking, except for around nervous, run down, tired out, one of the oldest in the world, the pesite the Morton Salt Plant about a
medicine, I am well and happy.
of suffocation
that, accompany hay
Amarillo, 00; Bismarck, 54; Dolse, showers in Kansas, western Missouri with aching back ana weary limbs, new seat of government was called the week ago.
Often it is Royal City of the Holy Faith.
sleepless and wretched.
shore fever and asthma may be greatly alWhen Miss Hicks reached
Price $1.00 Per Box, 3 Boxes, $2.50 52; Cheyenne, 44; Dodge City, 60; and North Dakota. Conditions favor
Grand fair and slightly cooler weather in kidney trouble not female trouble and
Homing down to the great event with her charge she nearly collapsed.
Durango. 48; Flagstaff, 40;
leviated by the use of Foley's Honey
By Parcel Post.
Hie current is terrilic at this point and
Junction, 56; Helena, 52; Kansas City, this section tonight, with increasing- Foley Kidney Pills are a direct and which is to be commemorated tomorTar Compound. It has a sooth- held
for
condition.
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protection
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ine Providence, we pledge our lives,
THE VIGORETTE COMPANY,
Wj'fif for the New Mexican. It Is
our fortunes and our sacred honor."
H'orftmg for you, for Santa Fe and
conmedicine
a
DON'T
use
cough
HOUSTON, TEXAS.
THEY CAN TAKE THEIR GIRLS OUT FOR AN EVENING STROLL So it has been throughout our whole
the new state.
opium or morphine. They conhistory. Every coin which we give or taining the bowels and do not cure,
receive bears to motto' "In God we stipate
only stifle the cougn. Examine the SECRETARY LEAVES
trust."
ON TOUR OF INSPECTION
label and if the medicine contains
Months.
Do you remember the history of that
And the Poor Little Babies Get Fresh Air, Pure Milk and a Chance to Live Through the Hot Summer
it. FolWashington, D. C, July 12. Secrerefuse
harmful
these
opiates
inscription? It. was in the darkest days
and Tar Compound con- tary Daniels left today for three
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the
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ration seemed
The Capital Pharmacy.
yards and stations.
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Shadow of Death. One disaster had ing.
No
Memphis. Te
followed another until even those who
felt that the future of the world depended on the issue, were fearful of
the result. Then arose the cry of the
people, like the De Profundis of the
Appell's
Psalmist "Out of the depths have we
to giccnrp, that
I
('IS VWTEBBAt J
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I
(called unto thee, O Lord: Lord hear
South
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of the. Te Deum "Lord let thy mercy
'
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has paid
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Our only hope, and our only trust was
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being amount
in the Almighty; and so we placed on
Bag
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every
Freo
a
printed
Guaranteed 100 efficient
jf
Trust." He heard the earnest prayer
f 1
take no substitute
the nation
of his people and saved
from destruction. The great battle
Will positively keep water cool
whose fiftieth anniversary is being
for 48 hours in the shade or
celebrated at Gettysburg was the
sun. Constructed on a simple
turning point in the conflict: and soon
scientific principle. Will withit ended in victory and peace and
stand the severest kind of field
use. Is a boon to the stockSurely no nation ever had greatman, surveyor, miner, farmer,
er cause for gratitude or greater reaIs
traveler.
prospector and
son to unite religion with patriotism.
used by the U. S. Gov't. Is
And thus we are constantly reminded
durable
light sanitary and
in every business transaction of this
convenient to carry.
union of God and country.
i
Let us hope, Mr. President, that, it L
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has solved the problem of the bachelor
IN THE religion and patriotism may go hand
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jW&Su
It's a fact. The' International Correspondence Schools have
BACKGRO I'Nl)
and the baby. It's the simplest thing
IS V MEMPHIS hand, influencing, governing and prothousands of unsolicited letters telling of exactly such increases in
in the world.
"BACHELOH'S LICENSE."
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tecting our nation; so that "Peace
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for
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tair was confiscated. among
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Money, lots of it, was spent in screenmore
congenial position? Wouldn't you like to be successful?
Baby club, to maintain a summer hosing, cleaning, decorating and furnish- GIRL RISKS LIFE
Then mark the coupon today.
pital for sick babies and their mothers
ing the pretty building.
There's always a good paying position tor the tiainid mull.
BODY
TO
and to provide milk and otherwise
You know that.
a time the broad veranOnce
upon
assist the babies during the hot sumThen why not let the I. C. S. help you ? It doesn't matter
dahs of this structure held the brilPort Huron, Mich., July 12. Miss
mer months.
where you live, what you do for a living, or how little schooling
liant crowds that flocked to Memphis
Helen Hicks, 19 years ola, student at
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from a,U over the nation to see the
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Columbus, O., July 11. Announcement was made today that George
leading pitcher of the Columbus American Association team, had
been traded to the Pittsburgh National League club. The deal became
effective today. In exchange for
who was recently injured
when he was struck by a liner from
Claude Itossman's bat, the Columbus
club gets Ferry and two other players
League.
Won. Lost. Pet. from Pittsburgh, but the identity of
24
.676 the lutter has not been disclosed.
50

BASEBALLS
Standing of the Clubs.
National
Club.
New York
Chicago

Pittsburgh
Brooklyn
Boston
St. Louis
Cincinnati

s

1

J

30

41
41
38
35
33

Philadelphia

37
38
37
42
45
48

....32

...

31

American

League.

Won. Lost.

Club.

56
4!

Philadelphia
Cleveland
Washington
Chicago
Boston
St. Louis
Detroit
New York

44
43
38

.577
.562
.500
.486
.440

.416
.392
Pet.

20
31
36
38

.737
.613
.550
.531

37

.607

52

33
32

52

.388
.381

23

52

.307

RUSSIAN VISITORS
ATTEND BALL GAME.
New York,. N, Y., July 12. Baseball
ciicles today enjoyed stories of the experiences yesterday of the 60 visiting
Russian teachers who lately arrived
in New York and who attended the
ball game between Chicago and New
Ycik.
The Russians sat up late the night
bi t'( re
to hear their interpreter
lecture on the fine points of the American pastime. The interpreter, Borres
Mavuchuss, during the game, sat in
the iidst of the party at the polo
groiuvls and explained the plays. His
com patriots seemed to enjoy themselves greatly. One young woman
was eager to know why the players
"chattered" all the time, putting the
as she pointed to a New York
player who was coaching on the side
lines.
Another woman teacher, seeing
oi e of the players run back to
when the ball beat him 1o third,
w anted to know if it was not consid-nedisgraceful for a man to retreat
fiom his goal and fall short of his
i'eal in the sight of everybody.

Hooray! Baby To
Rule the House

Women Fear The Great
Salt Lake City, Utah, July 12. Af- No LongerofDo
et All Human Bleuingh
ter a stormy session, St. Paul as the
1914 convention city of the National
It Is a joy and comfort to know that
Education association was selected by
pains and other disthe board of directors here today. tliose
The board also recommended
that tresses that are said to precede child bearnext year's board of directors name ing may easily be avoided. No woman need
Oakland as the 1915 convention city. fear the slightest discomfort If she will
and!
The board unanimously recommend' fortify herself with the
remedy, "Mother's Friend."
cd that an International Congress of
Tills Is a most grateful, penetrating, exEducation be held in connection with
n

ternal application that at once soften, and
makes pliant the abdominal muscles and
ligaments. They naturally expand without

exposition in San
of thirty-fou- r
leading educators of the ITnited
States, under the chairmanship of P.
P. Claxton, United States commission-e- t
of education, was selected to have
general chargei of the congress.
The board meeting was the last business of the convention in this city.
A large delegation of the teachers left
for Yellowstone Park today.
the

Panama-Pacifi-

Francisco.'

c

A commission

the slightest strain, and thus not only
banish all tendency to nervous, twitching
spells, but there Is an entire freedom from
nuusea, discomfort, sleeplessness and dread
that bo often leave their Impress upon tho
babe.
The occasion Is therefore one of unbounded, joyful anticipation, and too much
stress can not be laid upon the remarkabla
influence which a mother's happy, pre-natdisposition has upon the health and fortunes of the generation to come.
Mother's Prlend Is recommended only for
the relief and comfort of expectant mothers,
thousands of whom have used and recommend It. You will find it on sale at all drug
to the
stores at $1.00 a bottle. Write y
Bradlleld Regulator Co., 130 Lamar Bldg.,
Atlanta, Oa., for a most Instructive book on
this greatest of all subjects, motherhood.

CONUICTED STATE
SENATOR WOULD
INUOLUE OTHERS

New York, July 12. Former State
Senator Stephen F. Stillwell, recently
American Association.
and
convicted of soliciting a bribe
Won. Lost. Pet.
Club.
sentenced to from 4 to 8 years in Sing
37
.598
52
Milwaukee
Sing prison, turned over to District
35
.568
46
Columbus
Attorney Whitman today what is said
39
.536
45
Louisville
to be a statement, involving members
42
.512
44
Kansas City
of the senate and assembly in alleged
41
.500
41
Minneapolis
irregular acts with reference to legis43
.463
37
St. Paul
lation enacted at Albany last year.
.430
49
37
Toledo
Robert Moore, counsel for Stillwell,
.388
49
31
issued this statement
Indiafcapolis
"There is no truth in the report that
Western League.
Stillwell has confessed to the district
Won. Lost. Pet,
Club.
attorney. My client has nothing to
26
.675
54
confess.
He expects to go to Sing
Denver ...
rORMER PRESIDENT OF
36
.550
44
Des Moines
SCHOOL OF MINES INJURED Sing prison next Wednesday morning.
36
43
.544
Lincoln
Denver, July 12. Dr. Victor C.
43
.531
38
St. Joseph
former president of the state
39
42
.519 school of
Omaha
mines, who was injured yes- 31
46
.403
.:
Topeka ..,
near Cripple Creek, when a
rtrday
48
32
.400 uggy he was
Sioux City
driving was overturned,
New York, July 12. The stock mar.381 was
52
32
Wichita
He
brought to Denver today.
ket closed firm.. Partial retreat cf
as taken to a local hospital, where
the short interests today was attribis resting comfortably. Dr. Alderson
Where They Play Today ,ouffered
to the peaceful tenor of - forsevere internal injuries, and utable
news, satisfactory trade
eign
political
vas hurt about the chest, legs and
American League.
reports and improved crop prospects.
of
irms.
develop-Danger
pneumonia
Boston at Chicago, two games.
London was something of a factor in
and It was decided to bring him to the
Washington at Cleveland.
buying
torpid half day session,
Jenver.
Canadian Pacific and other railroad
Philadelphia at Detroit.
New York at St. Louis.
stocks. Few bonds were steady but
'LEADERS MEET TO
and municipal issues conRATIFY STRIKE VOTE. government
tinued heavy.
National League.
New York, July 12. Union leaders
Chicago at Brooklyn.
'representing 100,000 trainmen and COLORADO LAWYERS
Cincinnati at New York.
conductors on 45 eastern railroads
ELECT OFFICERS.
Pittsburgh at Boston.
in New York today to ratify
fathered
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
Colorado Springs, Colo., July 12.
the strike vote taken recently. The
votes showed 49 per cent of the en Officers were elected by the Colorado
folAmerican Association.
jployes are in favor of enforcing their Bar association this morning as
lows :
Columbus at Kansas City.
demands with a striko.
Toledo at Minneapolis.
Henry A. Dubbs, Denver, president;
Frank J. Annis, Fort, Collins, vice
Louisville at St. Paul.
TRAMP STEAMER SUNK
TriniIndianapolis at Milwaukee.
BY COLLISION WITH STEAMER. president; John J. Hendricks,
San Francisco, Calif., July 12 The dad, second vice president; William
secretary-treasurer. Wadley, Denver,
steel lumber steamer Francis H.
Today's Games.
early today, crashed
for the
Mr. Wadley was
into the four masted tramp schooner,
National League.
fourth consecutive time. The selec
'
off
J.
anchored
II.
quaranLunsman,
At New York
next meeting place was
The captain and tion of the
1 tine and sank her.
Cincinnati
15
executive committee. A
the
to
left
rescued
3
7 1 ciew of the Lunsman were
New York ,.
special committee was authorized to
Ames, Suggs and Clarke, Kling; but the schooner sank. The leggett consider the advisability of establishwas not damaged.
Demaree and Meyers.
ing an advisory legislative bureau to.
whip into shape bills introduced in
IN
GIRL
TITLED AMERICAN
At Philadelphia
the legislature and measures initiated.
LONDON DIVORCE SUIT.
10 13 2
St. Louis
The convention adjourned at noon.
London, July 12. The Pall Mall
..12 17 2
Philadelphia
Griner and Wingo, Roberts; Bren- - Gazette says today that a petition for C. E. CONVENTION
,
n
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F. KEELEY.
As a fitting finals to a week of
great athletics, beginning with the
finish of the boy scouts' run from
Washington, Chicago staged the sencontests o the
ior championship
Amateur Athletic union.
The greatest athletes of the land

assembled in the Lake Michigan city
to struggle for medals and honors.
The biggest point winner of the meet
was H. P. Drew, the marvelous colored
sprinter, who won the 100 and
dashes. Drew was a member of
the American Olympic team last year.
220-yar-

HOW'D YOU LIKE TO HIKE WITH MISS GLADYS?
SHE'S ONLY GOING TO WALK SOME 3000 MILES AND ALREADY 1000
LADS WANT TO HOOF IT ALONG WITH HER.
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Kelley, the eoast flyer, wus another
star performer, winning the
high hurdles from the fastest field
that ever ran in the event in this
country. Kelley won in the last
stride, fairly throwing himself upon
the tape ahead of the next num.
120-yar-

r.

Leg-get-

very primitive life.
Miss Mason will be accompanied by
a maid, as well as her manager. But
she wont insist on the maid walking
all the way.
She is distressed by many of the
letters from men who want the job of
managing her and her trip.
nan and Killifer.
"I would like to hire them all," she
says, "for most of them seem to need
At Boston
But what could I do
employment.
Pittsburgh
with lilOO men? I'm not doing any Boston
General Coxey stunt."
Camnltz
and
Robinson,
Dickson, Noyes and Rariden.

by Mrs. George Cornwallis-Westformerly Lady Randolph Spencer Churchill, who is a daughter of
the late Leonard Jerome of New York
is to be heard by the divorce court
iu a few days. On March 3 she was
granted a decree against her husband
for the restitution of conjugal rights.
divorce

i

y

V

j

facturers r"
"Yes sir."
When Senator Reed came to letters
about a strike in Philadelphia Mulhall,
thought Attorneys McCarter and Emery were 'whispering about his testimony: "over the shoulders of senators."
"I see gentlemen sitting behind
you," he said to the committee, "interested in strikes and I would like to be
cross examined now about these letters. This is a 'fight to the finish and
all I want it to be is a square fight.
It. is no laughing matter. The fight has
only begun:
The strike Mulhall referred to occurred in 1906. He swore Secretary
Cushing had instructed him to go to
Philadelphia and take a part in trying to break it.
To "cover up" his real activity, he
said, Cushing gave him a letter appointing him on an arbitration board.
"I had Collins and Price and several
others to whom I paid money weekly,"

DISCUSSES MANY PROBLEMS.
Los
Calif., July 12.
Angeles,
z
discussed today
the
Among
subjects
6 7 1
at the various divisional meetings of
4 13 6
tbe International Convention of the
Simon;
Christian Endeavor society, were the
mral church problem, the Christian
lindeavor institute, field work and the
BIG BENEFIT GAME
At Brooklyn
Women's Christian association.
Young
COMMITTEE
G 11
HOUSE
3
Chicago
MARES
FOR JOHNNY
The problem of efficiency and expan''
PROJECT.
WATER
APPROVES
5
10
Brooklyn
Washington, D. C, July 12. The sion again was taken up.
Humphries,
Cheney and Bresna- Tomorrow at the college grounds a
house committee on public lands tohan;
Rucker,
Curtis,
Allen,
Regan,
benefit game of baseball will be played
day agreed to the Raker bill to au- GOVERNOR UNDECIDED ABOUT
Stack and Fisher, Miller.
between the Elks' team and the Chamthe city and county of San
thorize
CALLING EXTRA SESSION
(Ten innings.
pion White Sox, and all the boys have
undertake
Franciso to immediately
Denver, July 12. Governor Amnions
sucmuch
been selling tickets with
the $75,000,000 project to bring a wa- had not decided this afternoon whe
American League.
cess and there promises to be a recter supply for San Francisco and ad- ther or not he will call an extra ses
ord breaking crowd when the umpire
the
sion of the legislature to
jacent cities from the Hetch-HetchAt. Chicago
Game
First
calls: "Play bah!"
valley in the Yosemite national park. public utilities bill with an emergency
2 10
Boston
The Elks' team will present their
The committee will ask the next cau- clause that would prevent its referen- said Mulhall.
7 10
which it has not had an Chicago
cus
of the house Democrats to author- dum to the voters. The governor will
polid line-uHall and Corrigan; Cicotte and
Mulhall testified his activities were
ize an immediate report to the house. leave tomorrow with the Indiana auto- directed toward
opportunity of doing before this sea- Schalk.
sympamobile tourists for a trip of the west thetic strikes in preventing
son: "Ed" Safford has once more rePhiladelphia, keeping
ern
the
LIE
and
former
his
class
GIVES
STANLEY
long
slope.
gained
At St. Loui- strack of what the unions were doing
TO LAMAR'S STORY.
rest has done wonders for his arm, New York
and to control the central labor union
1 B fi
12.
Repre- LOBBY COMMITTEE
and he will be in the box for the Elks; St. Louis
Washington, D. C, July
of Philadelphia through men in that
2 7 1
chairHEARS INSIDE STORY
Joe Berardinelli will be at the receiv
union.
Fischer and Smith; Lorenz and Ag sentative Stanley of Kentucky,
HOW GAME WAS PLAYED
man of the former steel Investigation
Before the committee took a recess,
ing end, and the other positions will ue w.
committee, today denied on the floor
be filled as follows: Keefe, ss.;
Jackson H. Ralston, an attorney, apLafrom
David
one).
(Continued
of
house
of
page
the
testimony
lb.; P. Berardinelli, 2b.; Clanpeared for the American Federation
American Association.
mar that he (Lamar) had originated
of Labor.
He said the federation
cy. b.; B Digneo, If.; Koch, cf.; Frye,
he
in
honest
that
in
postion,"
"strinctly
the resolution which had resulted
rf.
would aid the committee and produce
At Minneapolis
the inquiry. Stanley also denied that thought
all books and information in its pos
The White Sox have secured the Toledo
anti"Others pretended to be honestly session
B. Martin of the
Henry
services of our old time team-matbearing on the inquiry. His
'
Minneapolis
trust league had anything t to do opposed to it but you have them to, request for appearance was taken un"Jim" Lopez, and we all know that he
Collamore and Kruger; Mogridge with it.
suggested Senator Walsh.
der advisement with that of McCarter.
delivers the real goods; that wonder- and Owens.
"Yes, that's it."
The senate committee
ful little catcher, Grlego, will be at
In a report February 5, 1905, upon at 2:30 p. m. and
RESOLUTION INTRODUCED FOR
the receiving end, and the balance of
adjourned to 10 a.
DANISH LIGHTWEIGHT IS
iu Baltimore m. Monday. Mulhall, it was announc
REOPENING OF MONEY PROBE. political developments
the team will be as follows: J.
KNOCKED OUT IN AUSTRALIA
Washington, D. C, July 12. Re- Mulhall quoted George B. Squires, a ed, had gone to New York.
Alarid, ss.; F. Ortiz, lb.; Garcia, 2b;
He will return Monday.
sumption of the "money trust" in- bookkeeper for the American FederaII. Alarid 3b.; J. Ortiz, If.; Rivers, cf.;
Sydney, X. S. W July 12. m a
with extended powers by the tion of Labor, on the support that the
quiry
The House Committee's Session.
rf.
Baker,
for the lightweight championship house banking committee, was pro labor forces were giving McComas
The house lobby committee being
The First Regiment band has
of Australia here tonight, the Danish posed In a resolution by Rep. Henry and the
fight they were making for. unable to
to give a concert before and champion Holberg, after almost fak- of Texas, author of the original in a Eti-iget Mulhall, held an open
junction and
legislation.
in
ir
the
intermission
g the count in the ninth round, was vestigation resolution.
innings,
during
It sets forth Gushing had instructed him to "keep session at which James A. Emery,
counsel for the National Association
and with pleasant weather it is doubt- knocked out in the seventeenth by that the Pujo committee was unable in touch with
Squires" to find out what
ful if the grand stand will hold the Hughie Mehegan.
to conclude its work because of the tbe American Federation of Labor was of Manufacturers, promised that orIn the invesganization's
crowd. The game will be called at
expiration of the congress, "and on doing.
issued
Chairman Garrett
3 p. m. sharp, and the admisisou will BROOKLYN CINCINNATI
account of the opposition of national J "Was Squires acting in good faith tigation.
for two
men named
subpoenaes
GAME IS PROTESTED. banks, private bankers, and others
be only 25c. And it is all to go to
or was he a spy in the Union headSpringer at Baltimore, said to be relaJohnny Marez, who lies ill in the
Brooklyn, N. Y., July 12. President
quarters employed by the National as- tives of Mulhall. The committee did
Ebbitts of the Brooklyn club today RIOTING OCCURS AT
sociation," asked Senator Cummins.
not divulge any details
IRISH JUNE FESTIVAL.
formally protested yesterday's game
"Not at that time, but later on he them. They will appear regarding
probably
oc
12.
with
Cincinnati on the ground that
Belfast, Ire., July
Rioting
BIG AUTO RACE WON
was acting as a spy for Cushing in the next Tuesday.
the rules curred here early this morning at American
BY GEORGE BEILLOT. Umpire Quigley violated
reof
Federation
Labor,"
. Chairman Garrett announced
that
when he ordered Moran back to sec- the opening of the celebration of the
plied Mulhall.
witnesses would be allowed counsel
ond
adfestival.
theora
base
"twelfth"
had
after
Many
that
July
12.
player
Longoeu, France, July
Georges
The campaign in support of Repre but that counsel could not crossex-amin- e
Belllot the French automobilist, to- vanced from first to third on a wild windows were broken and a number sentative Charles B. Littlefield in
except by permission of the
civilians
in
and
wer,e
of
'Injthe
first
policemen
inning.
day won the grand prize of the Auto pitch
Maine was taken up in other letters. committee.
two
so
of
that
them
y
severely
mobile club of France1 over the
ured,
A Cushing letter to
June 9,
JEROME D. TRAVERS IS
29 lap circuit of approximately
they had to be taken to a hospital. 1905, said: "I guess Mulhall,
it is better for
WINNER OF GOLF TOURNEY
570 miles in seven hours, 53 minutes,
Every Woman
If a substitute is offered you for you to stay out of the Central Labor
56
seconds.
Newburg, N. Y., July 12. In the
Is fateTMted and should
Union,"
Jules Goux, the Frenchman who won golf tournament of the Powelton Golf Foley Kidney Pills, it means a cheapknow about the wonderful
"A number of labor union workerB
the recent 500 mile race at Indianap- Club today, Jerome D. Travers, Nation-a'- . er medicine is pressed upon you for were
Marvel
engaged in the fight for election
olis, was second in 7 hours 56 minchampion, met Gilman P. Tiffany, the dealer's profit, not for yours. in the
isoucae
union,"
"and
explained
Mulhall,
dealcost
the
Hudson River champion, In the final Foley Kidney Pills may
utes, 22 seconds.
I
was
an
active
in
taking
part
seeing
A tire of the machine driven by round of the first sixteen. In the er more than a cheap substitute, but
(or
Ask
ne cannoi supthe Englishman A. Lee Guinness first half of the match, 18 holes, Trav they give better results than any oth- that we got officers elected who were K. Ityoardnmriit
on
side
our
politically. The work was ply the MARVEL.
burst while passing over a bridge, the ers beat Tiffany 3 up and made a er kidney and bladder medicine. Ask
accept no otner, Doc
car skidded and killed a spectator. score of 71 which Is two better than for Foley Kidney Pills. The Capital all done from 'the outside.!"
en4stmp for book.
"You
The
letter
added:
Cushing
lteftlC..44E.2UM.I.T.
the course record held by Tiffany. Pharmacy.
The driver was not hurt.
1

,

want to manage it some now that
while Stone (former Republican col-ctor of the port of Baltimore) ma?
think you are warming up to him, it
will be the fact in reality that he is
w arming up to you."
Several letters related to the activities of Mulhall and Cushing in the political situation in Maryland during
lfiOo. In one it was set forth that Carl
C. Downes, discredit the attempt to
the Republican party in
Maryland with the aid of "Williams,
General Gary, Bonaparte and Clark- sen," all Maryland Republicans, "in
I'.n effort to show the manufacturers
of
ai!d others that the Republicans
Maryland are united enough and can
win."
The association got after Representative Frank C. Wachter, of Maryland,
Mulhall said.
"Wachter was not up to the mark
i'.' Washington.
He dodged too many
votes on labor bills," said Mulhall,
The inquiry shifted to Albany, N. Y.
The introduction of a bill in the New
York legislature by Senator Page
which would have placed the burden
of proof upon the defendant in cases
of injury from negligence was discussed.
"Cushing sent me to oppose the bill
as something that ought not to pass
at that time," said Mulhall.
Senator Cummins asked who Mulhall
when he worked
saw in Albany
against the bill.
"You didn't have to see many people in Albany at that time to stop a
bill of that kind. I saw Boss Barnes."
"Through him you defeated the
bill?"
"I believe I did.' I knew him for
many years."
"You told him you were working
for the National Association of Manu-
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New York, July 12. Miss Gladys
Mason, vegetarian and pedestrian, is
embarrassed. She asked for one man
and got 1000. And still they're com
log.
Misq Mason is the New York girl
who announced recently that she. was
going (to take a little stroll from aer
home,! at 214 W. 85th street, to San
Francisco. Also that she wanted to
hire a! guard and manager an athletic young man who liked walking
and didn't mind a jaunt like that And
ehe complained that she hadn't been
able to find one.
It pays to advertise. As soon as
Miss Mason's complaint broke into
print, applications for the job began
to pour in at the rate of 100 or more
a day.
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She soon found a man to suit her,
and after a few more hundred applications by letter, by telephone, by telegram and in person, she began to feel
annoyed. She says n6w she may leave
New York earlier than she expected,
just to avoid the rush.
It's going to be a strictly vegetarian
trip. Miss Mason won't eat meat or
drink coffee or tea, and will do her
daily 25 or 30 miles on two meals.
"People eat too much," she says.
And her trip is largely in the nature
of missionary work. She wants to
show what can be done by a woman
who doesn't use up all her energy Just
digesting food. She eats fruits, veg
tables and nuts, but doesn't believe in
raw food except for people who live a
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in a big land cane in the
valley.
Prof. ,1. B. Vanghau, of the liistury
DRY GOODS
department of the state agricultural
college left for his home at l,as Cru- TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
ces last night, coming lu re from
the Postal Tele- Telephone
Taos, where he had attended the Taos
V graph company if you do not get N
county institute.
your paper and one will be de- Mrs. C. F. McKay was operated on
N livered to you at onc4.
at the sanitarium this morning, and
this afternoon is reported us rallying
We are making SPECIAL PRICES on all
from the shock und doing as well as
Carl D. Comstock of Silver City, is could be
Her friends antiexpected.
Men's and Boys' Suits. Be sure and see us
spending the day in the Ancient City, cipate und hope for a speedy recov
125 Palace Ave
A, G. McCoy, assessor of the counbefore buying. Our assortment is large and
ery.
ty of San Juau county, is in the city
Senator Thomas Benton Matron,
prices the lowest.
from Aztec.
who has been in the southern part, of at any minute and the linemen wore
Neil B. Field, a prominent
Albuthe state for the past week or ten expected to have the same braced up
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
querque attorney is in the city on lePHONE 180.
days, on legal matters, arrived in the before it would full. The operator who
business.
gal
of
out
made
the
commission
put
pole
will
and
a
remain
for
c'ty
yesterday
a
of
Katon.
John Morrow
prominent few
numdays, prior to his return lo the his get away before his name or
Democrat and lawyer of Colfax counber could be learned hut later (level- national
capital.
ty, arrived in the city last night.
Mrs. Alleen Austin, who lias been ppmeuts may disclose his identity.
Ben T. Owen, a Colfax county
FOR SALE All kinds of building
in Santa Fe
for Hie past
stockman, was an arrival in the city visiting
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.
lumber. 314 Galisteo street.
last night and will spend several days week, u guest at the new DeVurgas,
THE WHITE HOUSE
leaves
for
where
Albuquerque
today,
here.
CASH CLEARING SALE IS A
Jose G. Borrego, a well known sne win visit ror a ween witn iter sis jGREAT SUCCESS.
THERE
ARE
Mrs.
which
ter,
after
she
Perrinott,
young rancher of the Rio Grande val
A GREAT MANY RARE BAR- iSTILL
to
will
continue
the
coast
her
adobe house on Galisteo Street, with city water and eljourney
ley near Chamita, is in the city today.
GAINS LEFT.
ectric lights; no bath. Lot 55x1&8 feet with a dozen bearing fruit
Manuel V. Vigil, district attorney for the summer months.
exOur
brushes
tooth
Mrs. Frank Lanham, of Albuqucrrepresent
trees, chicken house and yard. Adobe barn in need of reoairs. Two
1 for the second judicial district, is in
treme values.
They are carefully
hundred dollars added to purchase price of this property in way of
from his Albuquerque head-- . me, accompanied by her friend Mrs.;
the
city
made. Bristles will not come out.
J! quarters.
and improvements will greatly enhance value.
Ralph Hutchinson, also of Albuquerrepairs
We buy them direct from best im-- !
Komulo Lopez who has been laid que, with their children, are new ar- Price, $1,825.00. Reasonable Terms.
Zook's Pharmacy.
in Santa Fe, coming here to porters.
up with rheumatism for the past. rivals
LADIES' READY TO WEAR GAR
'week, Is reported better, and expects get away from the extreme heat of
the Duke City, and it is needless to MENTS AT LESS THAN COST AT
to be out by Monday.
in the de- - THE WHITE HOUSE CASH CLEAR-- j
Apolonio A. Sena of Las Vegas, for- say they are finding relief
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
mer member of the mounted police, lightful weather with which the old! ING SALE.
town
is
blessed.
IF IT'S REAL
j
The Santa Fe Club employes have
::::
11.4s IT.
and deputy U. S. marshal under Sec.
Stately Ligon, employed in the gov- completed me laying out ot the beau-iB- i
Romero, is in the city.
Misses IjOtta and Annie Newhall, ernment biological service, was in t if ill lawn tennis court in the grounds
who have been visiting at the home of the city today on his way to the Jica-rill- of that popular organization and the
reservation. He is going through lines were marked yesterday and in
their brother, Frank Newhall, for two
weeks past, left for their home in Al- New Mexico by pack train having doing so they have certainly made a
come from the Gila reservation.
Mr. wonderful improvement in the appear- buquerque today.
is getting statistics on bird ance of the Lincoln avenue entrance
Ligon
and
Mall
wife
left
A
this
Llewellyn
m nils state, making a speand surroundings approaching the
morning for Barranca whence they breeding
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
will go to the camp of the Round Hill cialty of our water fowls, and will club. Those members who are lovers
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
Placer Gold Mining company for a later publish a hook covering his ob of this delightful outdoor sport will
He now see that the court is not allowed
servations and investigations.
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all high-grastay of several weeks.
Little Miss Klsie Clark, of Alcalde, has a series of most interesting pic- to remain uninhabited und are
chafing- dishes, on which you can cook a
on
his trip.
taken
ranging for contests daily which will
CEiine down yeBterday lo attend
the
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
Miss Clara M. Wood was married also arid to the gaiety and beauty of
carnival festivities, making the trip
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
the
.lust
in
move
on
Mil
another
of
the
surroundings,
Portland, Oregon,
She is visiting at the home of
O alone
Congratula-ceremonJuly to Mr. Joseph Cutcher. The in "The City Beautiful."
her aunt, Mrs, Leo Hersch.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
t H. C. YONTZ,
tions,
at
took
St.
gentlemen.
.Mary's
place
Mrs. II. R. Dawson, Mr. and Mrs. B.
cathedral in that city in Ihe presence
OUR WINDOWS
NOTICE
FOR
French and H. F. French, all of Carri-zozo- , of
a few friends' ami relatives.
The EXTRA
SPECIALS.
THE WHITE
arrived in the city yesterday
have been friends for a num.- HOUSE CASH CLEARING SALE.
from the upper Pecos, and proceeded parties
her of years. They became engaged
Good Time From
Albuquerque
to their homes, traveling by auto.
last March when Miss Wood visited Nathan It. Stern of the Santa Fe
A. P. Williams. Jos. Bennett, Pearl in
Portland. Miss Wood was for three Products comnanv. who housrlit the
H. Bailey and H. it. Hannum. ranchyears employed as stenographer in Velie car formerly owned by Mike
101
(
Las
and
between
'races
ers,
Paso, the surveyor general's oliice in San- - Stanton of this
city, and who entered
were In the city yesterday on business ta Fe.
W. A. WILLIAMS, - They will live on their ranch j the f ame in the Albuquerque-Santbefore the state highway commission. near Portland.
road race, but which was al'ter- Fe
lOdward C. Wade, Jr., and
State
A. J. Lilly, among bis friends "The wards withdrawn
on account of
,
Senator II. B. Holt, both of Las
who has been rusticating in gine trouble, yesterday made a
were on business before the fedFe for the past year leaves for derful run from the Duke City to
Hack
Reeral court. Kach represented a de- California, tomorrow even- - fa Fe, driving the ear himself, accom- in
autowill
he
where
the
ing
engage
panied by two passengers, and makRigs you
Mr. Lilly's
mobile business.
health ing the trip in 2 hours and 20 minutes.
SADDLE PONIES.
AND
TWO
FOUR
HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
has been completely restored by the The fact that the car was not trimSTOMACH TROUBLES
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
delightful climate here and he feels mer for fast driving, that the roads
he can now resume active business were in bad shape after the rains of
without endangering his health. Dur- the past few days, and also the fact
ing his sojourn in Santa Fe be lias that he carried two passengers with
endeared himself to a large circle of him, all tend to make the run all
Mr. Ragland Writes Interesting friends and acu.uaintanc.es, and he was the more remarkable.
Mr. Stern
one of the most active and energetic hopes sometime in the future to
Letter on This Subject.
break the record, and here's good
members of the Ladies' Aid society.
James ,T. Gotitchey, the popular luck to him.
25 AND 35c ONYX LADIES' HOSE!
chief clerk of the United States inter-- I
nal revenue office, who has been ser- AT 19c. THE WHITE HOUSE CASH
We
You Money.
Madison Heights, Va. Mr. Chas. A. iously ill for the past week at his CLEARING SALE.
It is of paramount importance when
conon
is
now
home
Lincoln
avenue,
of
this
writes:
have
"I
Ragland,
place,
214
valescent, and although not seeing vis- you have a prescription filled that you
been taking Thedford's
We
for
it. is hoped that he will be on secure drugs of known strength and
itors
for indigestion, and other stomach troubwithin the next week or purity. We fill your prescriptions
les, also colds, and find it to be the very duty again
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
ten
over time in wind- with the best drugs and chemicals,
days.
Working
I
best medicine have ever used.
in that Zook's Pharmacy.
the
business
ing
up
year's
After taking
for a few
35 AND 50c LADIES' UNION SUITS
Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
busy office, coupled with the extreme
days, I always feel like a new man."
hot weather brought about a collapse; AT 23c. THE WHITE HOUSE CASH
IIIIIIIMIIIMIIIII
Nervousness, nausea, heartburn, pain and although blessed with a rugged CLEARING SALE.
in pit of stomach, and a feeling of full- constitution and the
health
picture of
E
.
ness after eating, are sure symptoms of Mr. Goutchey could not stand the
stomach trouble, and should be given the strain. His legion of friends will be ScDooiof
Dancing SDeponnicnt
M. O'CONNELL,
- - 1 16
proper treatment, as your strength and glad to see him out again.
Mrs. James B. Read, was the hostess Mrs. Test's Classes in Firemen's Hall
health depend very largely upon your
at a linen shower, Wednesday after- Children's Class Begins
fcod and its digestion.
Friday, June 20, 8 V. M
. Ariuil
" " 8 "
To get quick and permanent relief noon, in honor of Miss Karolyn
I'rai'ilee Class "
,
Twenty-fiveguests were pres Assembly HecfnsPriday, June W.fl to 11.30 P.M.
from these ailments, you should take
l'rlvate Lessons. Fancy Dancing Tuuirlit.
ent and showered the bride-elec- t
with
a medicine of known curative merit.
r
Its 75 years of splendid success, in the beautiful linen and good wishes.
shower was given Friday after rtnuuTjrnjiJTxuuiAnnnJiuiJTJiJvruag
treatment of just such troubles, proves
noon
Miss Edith Hampel, in honor
by
the real merit of Thedford's Black- DISTRIBUTOR OF
cf Miss Krachenberg, who Is to be
Draught. Safe, pleasant, gentle in action, married
Wednesday, July lGth, to Mr.
and without bad
it is sure
Hampel. The house was tasteto benefit both young and old. For sale Eugenedecorated
with sweet peas and
fully
IN BOTTLES
n. c. 122. daisies. After several games of cards
11
everywhere. Price 25c.
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
delicious "eats" were served. The
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
guests had a jolly time while Miss
35 J
TELEPHONE
useful
Santa Fe New Me.
Krachenberg opened the many
GO. gifts.
H.
O
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President.
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FOR
5 Room
6 Room
6 Room
10 Room

t.

PROPERTY

SALE-CI- TY

Brick Cottage,

Modem
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern

5 Room

8W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

B. LAMY,

blocks from Plaza,
Frame Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza,
Adobe Cottage, 2 blocks from Capitol,
Brick Cottage, 3 blocks from Plaza,
Adobe House, (double) rents for $45,

FOR

SALE-RAN-

2

Price $J,800
Price 2,500
Price 3,000
Price 4,800
Price 5,000

PROPERTY

CH

(C. A. BISHOP)

INSURANCE

SURETY

BONDS

1 1 1 1

u

1 1 1

u n if

1

1 1 1

1

LOANS

uiui

ADOLF

HATS

SELIG1N

Men's

At Less Than Cost

TRIP EXCURSION FARE

Is This a Bargain

Six-roo-

EXCURSION

J

j

JOSEPH B. MAYWARD, MANAGER,
RI)

a

ACCOUNT

i

de

JEWELER,

THE STAR BARN
PROPRIETOR.

a

i

Knights Templar

won-Sant- a

-

244

and Baggage Lines.
stocked. Best

f

Dates of Sale, Aufust 7, 9, 10, II and 12, 1913.
Final Return Limit, August 25, 1913.
A.,

GENERAL LIVERY

Cru-ces-

Triennial Conclave

P.

STREET.

SAN FRANCISCO

C. L. POLLARD,

President.

R.

Secretary.

J. CRICHT0N,
Manager 4 Treasurer.

Flour

Can Save
a
Telephone Trial Order.
Buy and Sell

Phone
Cash.

J.

j
j

Black-Draug-

IFOIFt

'

aHENRY KRICKs-s-

Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

HUE

the Price

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

BLACKBERRIES
as low
as
price
they
will be this season
Are now

NEW MEXICO
SCHOOL OF MINES
SOCORRO, N. M.

We advise you to give us
your order now for
PRESERVING--AN-

D

i
CANTALOUPES
Lower In price.

Imper- -

'

ial. Valley Cantaloupes.
These are always' fine.

ADVANTAGES:

Requirements fully up to those
standard schools of mines everywhere; close
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
where the various metallurgical processes ars
salubrious climate; water famed for Its
"purity; good dormitory accommodatlonsatlow "cost
of

'

WATERMELONS
AND PEACHES,
PLUMS, ETC

-

For full Information, or. catalogue, address

FOLLOW THE CROWD TO THE
WHITE HOUSE CASH
CLEARING
SALE.
Men's and Boy's Suits are going at
Adolf Seligman's at sacrifice
prices.
See him at once. New ad today.
The sooner you buy a B. B. B. Pipe
and cake box tobacco, the sooner you
will have pipe satisfaction. Zook's

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,

H.

j

S.H

&

UNTIL

GO.

Where Prices ar Bst
For Sflf Quality.

EJ3

CANNING

ON YOU TO BUY YOUR
FRUIT JARS.

RATES

OF

GETTING THE PROPER

SIZES.

SUMMER TOURIST

GET EAR-

LY AND BE SURE

WE

HAVE

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,

A

--

COMPLETE

ALL

LINE

IN

Denver,

SIZES OF
I

ECONOMY,
MASON,
SEALFAST,

Extra Jar
Caps, Rubbers, Etc., For

On

OALIPORUIA
90,00

LOS ANGELES,

JELLY GLASSES
NICE

CURRANTS

THE MODERN GROCERY CO.

nrui n njirLnruvrvhjuvvinruvrti

C

eC

SAN FRANCISCO,

OAKLAND,

Cft ec

Dates of sale, June 30, July I, 2,
Also on sale August 22, 23, 24, 25,
on

j

Ca

sale daily, June 1st lo Sept. 30th,

SAN DIEGO,

EXTRA

I

ce
OO.OO
cc

Return limit, October 31st,

1913.

1911

SPECIAL EXCURSIONS

All Makes.

S

....

51.85 Buffalo, N. Y., . . 66.45
78.85 Atlantic City, . . 79.35 1
On sale daily June 1st to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
3 1st, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
return limit is 60 days from date of sale.

LOS ANGELES.
SAN DIEGO,

We Also Have

TO

$21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
16.35 Salt Lake, Ogden, 40.00
51.85 St. Louis,
47.35

.

Pueblo, .
Chicago, .
St. Paul, .
new ium,

SCHRAMM

y

their attention attracted to the telegraph pole at the corner of Cathedral
Place and East Palace avenue which
had been struck by some vehicle, supposed to 1)e an automobile and almost
completely demolished,
remaining
standing held up mostly by the
wires. It looked as if it would fall.
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SEASON IS RIGHT UP-

OFFERED IN WASH GOODS AND
TRIMMINGS. THE WHITE HOUSE
CASH CLEARING SALE.
Woman's Board of Trade Meets
A regular meeting of the Woman's
Board of Trade will he held on Monday afternoon at 2:30 at the library
building.
20
DISCOUNT ON ALL LOW CUT
SHOES AT THE W HITE HOUSE
CASH CLEARING SALE.
For Sale A gentle reliable family
horse with harness and two seated
rig with top, $200. Frank Owen.
Masonic Lecturer Coming Grand
Lecturer J. J. Kelly will be in the
city tomorrow and will be glad to
meet any of the members of Montezuma lodge in the lodge hall in the
afternoon or evening for study or
work in the Blue lodge degree.
NOW IS YOUR TIME TO BUY
SHOES THAT WILL WEAR AT A
20
THE WHITE
DISCOUNT.
HOUSE CLEARING SALE.
Who Was It? This morning
on East Palace avenue had
pass-ersb-
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COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrlca Engineering and Mechanical Engineering.

etc.
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THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.

Lumber and Transfer Go.
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L. A. HUGHES,
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Hay, Grain
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FARE, SANTA FE

WM. M. SCOTT,

Boys' Suits
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ROUND

CO,

WHY BE BAKED OVER

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
ROUND

Ready Trimmedi
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:
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119 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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O. C. WATSON & CO.
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Ranches in the Tesuque Valley
Ranches in the Espanola Valley
3 Large Grants in the State
Four Room Modern Brick Cottages
1 Five Room Modern Brick
Cottage

2
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PERSONALS

MRS. W. LINDHARDT
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sale to many other points in the United States and Canada.
For further particulars call on or address,

H. S. LUTZ, Agt.,
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The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
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J. Wight Glddlngs.
SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, per year, by mall
Dally, six montht, by mall

(5.01
12.61

per year

11.01

Weekly,

Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the

RATES
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Weekly, all monlba
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best accommodations and best location for fishing.
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ft Booklet Free on Request

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

t3

Surplus and Stockholders' Liability of Over $400,000.

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO. We
Invite Small

THE VALLEY RANCH,

t All

Every customer of this bank, regardless of the size of his account,
courteous and efficient personal attention and a careful consideration
cf his individual requirements. Complete protection is afforded by United
States Government supervision, by the conservative
management of a
Board of Directors and by the Bank's Capital.
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sometimes wonder if writers of every acre of land and get it Into such
forma
time writing out your leg-i- l
a speech on the tariff?
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Work for the New Mexican. It is when you get them already printed
o
books, that
novels, really express Ehape as will bring profitable returns.
NEW MEXICO
Strange as it may seem, the thresho-l- of success seems to prove a their own thoughts in the words they- T here are not many real good dairy working for you, for Santa Fe and at the New Mexican Printing Comput into the mouths of their char- cows In this section and the opportu the new Btate. .
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
which became famous by its use on
the Harvey system, and which has
since been a favorite in the best cafes
ami dining car service. This melon
is extensively raised at Rocky Ford,
and the Dnna Ana county crop will
be. three weeks earlier than the Rocky
Ford product.
This will apparently
make a better market tor the Dona
Ana Berryl Gems, ami if they can he
shipped in car lots, the market, should
be very good for them.
It is very probable Unit the present
'year will be a banner season for
(growers and shippers in this section,
and as the organization of growers
and shippers is just being perfected,
the future looks especially
bright
for the county. Las Crur.es
I

'

A Cool
Kitchen

and a
Contented
Cook
Made possible by

a clean, convenient

cook-stov-

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigornte
stomach, liver ami bowels. Sugar-coatetiny granules.

,.:.

Perfection is made with 1 , 2, 3 or 4 burners.
Indicator shows how much oil is in the tank.

.,

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque,
Cheyenne,
Butte,
Salt Lake City
Boise,

services.

FOR A BRIGHT SUMMER DAY'S WEARTHIS
GOWN.

The
service on Wednesday at 7:45 p. ni.
JAS. M. SHIMER, Pastor.
Church of The Holy Faith.
Rev. Leonidas Smith, Rector.
Services Sunday, (Sth Sunday after
mid-wee- k

NEWS OF THE STATF
I'ensco.

For quick results,
little "WANT."

;

It is commonly referred
well. Artesia

to Trinity):

the "California''

Ad-

vecate.

a. m., Holy Communion,
it) a. m., Sunday school and teach

S

New

un';r

Stale Cfe

H. P.

Santa Fe

Conimrtnclery

ROOMS FOR MEN

Newly furnish-

ed, light and airy, shower bath, use of
library. Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson, corm-- r
(Irani, and Johnson. Phone 270 J.

No. 1, K. T. Regular
WANTED Solicitor for good payconclave fourlh MonMust be of good aping
proposition.
day in each mouth at
to speak Spanish and
Masonic J Jail at 7:30 pearance, able
willing to hustle. Apply at once. 127
p. m.
.Manhattan avenue.
WESLEY O, CONNER, JR E. C.
(W. E. GRIFFIN. Recorder.
FOR KKNT Hcauiifiil now brick
Santa Fe Lodge or Per- hcuse, modern, N rooms, bath, range,
fection No. 1, 14 th de- shades, nice yard, garage, finest locagree. Ancient and Ac- tion, southeast corner of capitol. Geo.
cepted Scottish Rite of M. Kinsell.
"
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of eat
ll liable ranch band,
WANTED
month at
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New 'familiar witli'stock and machinery.
Cathedral.
Scottish
Rite Congenial and permanent position.
Visiting
Masons are cordially invited to attend. Good wages. Address w ith references,
E. C. ABBOTT, 32,
New Mexican.
jit. II.,
.
Venerable Master,
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
WANTED Railroad
earbridge
.Mexican laborers for rail-- !
penters.
P. O. E.
All
road work.
kinds of help wauled
Santa Fe LodgeNo land furnished.
Call, phone, or ad-- I
B.
P.
O. IS, dress Livesay and Caldwell,
460,
second
holds
its regulai Moor, Capital City Bank building.
eesion on the sec-- ; phonr w: j.
ond
fourth
and
Wednesday cf eact
TYPEWF ITERS
month.
Vli ltlnii cleaned, adjusted ana repaired. New
hrothers are Invlt- pi,e,lS furnished. Ribbons and buo- ed and Welcome, Inlies
Tvneu-rif.rHfihl
pirrhpjiTirA'
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
!ami lpntpn. standard mnkes handled
Exalted Ruler,
repair work and typewriters guar- C. H. WILSON, anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
change, Phone 231 W.
-

class.
11 a. m., Morning
prayer ichoral)
and address.
4 p. in., Baptism.
ThnrsHnv .Tlllv 17 tlio Hr.v
nnfa
'.
,
h tl
r trnm
7:30 to 10:.in p. ni t the rectory.
Friday, July ISth, the regular meet-ing of the Woman's Auxiliary to the j
board of missions and the Woman's
Guild will meet with .Mrs. S. G. Small)
at St. Vincent's sanitarium. Address!
!)
the rector.
First Presbyterian.
Alrrrilnt' aav.
Kjinrlflv Kflwuil
mon 11. Christian
Endeavor
6:45.
Evening Endeavor 7:45. Rev. C. A.
Foreman, associate pastor of the First
Presbyterian church at Albuquerque
will preach both morning and evening.

2

MASSIF.

Secretary.

-

The New

A.

ARTHUR SEUGMAN,

Iui,,

at

p.

J.

Cathedral.

ut

ps

The "Favorite Prescription"

known everywhere and for over 40 years as
diseases of
sells it in
liquid or tablet form; or you can send 50 one-cestamps for a trial box of Ir. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription tablets.
Address Dr.
Pieivw Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.

the standard remedy for the
women. Your dealer in medicines

Ninth Sunday after Pentecost.
First, mass at 6 o'clock a. m.
fall, landing her on the cot with
THE BABY UNHURT
Second mass at !l:3o o'clock Her- severe, jar.
mon in English.
FALL 3 STORIES! Ida had leaned out th window
Third mass at 10: 3. Sermon in
jc.all to children playing in the yard,
Spanish.
1.2.
She was
Philadelphia,
up when she lost, her balance.
Ilnuncing
July
7
o'clock p. in. Rosary and and down like a rubber bull on
At
the crying lustily from fright when Jacob
LienUUlCtlOn.
F
iM,
t.,.ll.w !.. .l
..j I i:ih! urhnJIvwuiKmuilln,
bt. Jonns Methodist.
!iear-olIda KHnebera; ratine lo rest, ''d her up. Thinking it impossible she
The regular services throughout Uf,- - f.,iii,r nilt nf
f
Ifould have escaned inim-she was
limi.i,.v
the day are as follows:
hurried to the Mt. Sinai Hospital
!dow, without, suffering a scratch.
u
Ul.... ..
Sunday school at 9:45
iwiiere. recovered fmm tier frip-lisite
i
ti...
,i.
....
.
,,
Morning worship and sermon at 11
ilmighed and cooed at. tins doctors, who
a m.
street.
The cot, which her father examined her and found her unhurt.
Junior Epworth League at 3 p. 111. ... pfi n Kt,wJn nlitflnnrH nn in tho
Senior Epworth League at. T p. m.
.voathr. undoubtedly saved her life.
a
Evening worship and sermon at S(,t wag coverPd by an oilcloth awning,
p m.
which was torn in two bv the baby's
The public is cordially invited to
worship with us at. any or all of the

Strike a match, touch it to the wick, and
you
the right heat for cooking anything, with-ooverheating the kitchen.
No coal or wood. No dirt or ashes.

or

Furnished

rooriib. Call

of each month at
WANTED i'osii.ion as st
Masonic
Hail
at
Address Box J7,",, Santa Kc, N. M.
7:30.
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
!o!d
on
LOST
watch, diamond
CHiS. E. U.VVEY, Secretary.
.case.Reward I'or relurn to
New
Mexican otfice.
Santa Fe Chapter No
1, R. A. M.
Regular
FOR SALE (!ood t; horsepower
convocation
second l effel steam engine. Good condition.
Monday of each month
New Mexican Printing coin- at Masonic Hall at Apply
pany.
m.
7:30

FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION
is

FOR KKNT

Regular communi- cibhed
cation first Monday

DR. PIERCE'S
as a soothing and strengthening nervine-allays
and subdues nervous excitability,
irritability, nervous exhaustion, and other
distressing symptoms commonly attendant
upon functional and organic diseases of the
feminine organs. It induces refreshing sleep
and relieves mental anxiety and despondency.

SEVEN

WANTS

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
So. 1, A. F. & A. M.

Nature never Intended woman to be delicate, ailing, or a sufferer from
"nerves." Women in middle aile complain of "hot flashes."
Many
women suffer needlessly from girlhood to womanhood, and from motherhood to middle life, with backache, or headache, dizziness, falntness, or
bearing-dowsensations. For a permanent relief from these distressing
symptoms nothing is so good as

e.

have

Wool 11 Cents.
Romuldo Aragon was in Cuervo last
Monday delivering wool to Bond &
Wiest. He said he sold wool last year
for 11
cents a pound and got 11
cents this year which does not indicate that the tariff tinkering at Washington is having much effect yet on
the price of wool. There were about
1? wagon loads of wool brought in lust
Monday, Cuervo Clipper.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

"A Perfect Woman Nobly Planned
To Warn, to Comfort and Command"

THE CHURCHES.

New BertEction

PAGE

Carrizozo Good Roads.
The committee recently authorized
by the county Good Roads Commission
this week entered into a contract with
Thomas Keehn and Sons for the grad- ing and repair of two of the main
Santa Fe Gamp
streets of the town. Fourth street,
will hell
FOtt
M.
W. A.
13514,
from the postolfice to a point below
(you a standard typewriter, Brand New,
meets econd Tues for one third what others ask. Write
the Baptist church will be made a
Good Spud Showing.
each month, so-- line
day
will
street
as
this
work
El
good
personally ul once if you want
by
Cole
Joe
brought a sample of Irish
cial meeting third one ol these
Paso
avenue
the
fronts
(which
lngli grade machines
depot).
"spuds" to town this week from hW New
at Fire- and can nav cash.
Tuesday
H. A. Bates. Gen'l.
culverts, crossings and careful
portrillo farm, that for size and gen
man's Hall. Visit,,,.
YVritimr l!,fhim Cn
eral appearance would compare favor grade is to' be put in and the work
Ing neighbors welcome.
is to commence next Tuesday morn
iCalesburir. 111.
ably with the Greely article. Although
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
.
ing.
but 8 weeks have elapsed since the
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
A GREAT MONEY MAKER
This is the first work to he done in
seed was planted the samples shown
FOR AGENTS.
were almost as large as baseballs. Carrizozo in many months and is enF. W. FARMER
The greatest, chance ever offered to
They were grown under irrigation. He thusiastically welcomed by the local
No.
Homestead
hustlers for making money fast. One
stated that the dry farmers in his sec- citizens. The committee states that
2879, Brother, can be sold in almost
every home. At
tion expect to make a good showing they expect to do other work also as
hood of. Ameri- a
soon as possible, and it is likely that
glance everybody gets a desire to
this fall. Santa Rosa Sun.
can Yoemen.
have one. Tlie price of this very useAlamogordo avenue and Main street
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Meets second ful tool is so low
will be the next two streets to be put
that every family
and fourth
Ready To Start.
can afford to buy one The Home
Ill rennlr
The wnret BtpQotu wafti
of
all
of
of
the
the
equipment
Practically
De Vargas.
ick1(1 for tlie flrgt work.Ciirrizozo
Novelty Co., Antonito, Colo.
month at the
tlie People's Light and Power com- - outlook
Miss Hutchinson, St. Iouis.
Fireman's
Hall.
nanv has arrived and Manairer Masel
Mrs. Wariield, St. Louis.
FIVE HUNDRED SUCCESSFUL,
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
is very busy with a force of men inM. S. Brosham, Richland, Mass.
PROSPEROUS MEN
Mining Deal.
Important
Cor.
Sec. David Gonzales.
Now selling our high class groceries
A. P. Williams, La Mesa.
A mining deal of considerable Imstalling the different machines. The
at. wholesale
Jos. Bennett, Canutillo, Texas.
direct to consumer
machinery building has been complet- portance was consummated in this
Santa Fe Ixidee
iiim more wanted.
H. Kaufholz, Kansas City.
Best groc
ed, and as soon as the engines are un- - city last week whereby John H. Shrin- prices,
No. 2, Knights
of ery proposition ever offered.
H. B. Holt, Las Cruces.
Build
icaaea tn balance will be completed, jer, late of Chihuhua, where he had
meets
E. C. Wade, Jr., Las Cruces.
The company cannot furnish light for charge of large mining interests, and
Writtt
up paying business at home.
:
Second
and to the BIG HOUSE naming county
every
.
P. H. Bailey, Canutillo, Texas.
month or more on account of the
H, Sellers of El Paso, secured a
Fourth Friday of wantetd.
H. R. Hannum, Las Miguel.
junction against the company, but as ijease and bond on a group of claims
the month at 8 Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale
Horace Harper, Artesia.
toon as a new franchise can be voted in the Lone Mountain mining district,
o'clock p. m.
;;!;!
j
Grocers.
Mrs. H, R. Dawson, Carrizozo.
they will be ready to turn the illumin-inin- nine miles east of Silver City and one
In
K. JOHN SEXTON & CO., CHICAGO, II.
Meeting
Mr. and Mrs. B. French, Carrizozo.
and one-hamiles from Hurley, the
lights pn the city. Gallup
A
IP
v1of
P.
Hall oer
H. F. French, Carrizozo.
Concentrator City.
The claims are
Kaune's store.
RHEUMATISM AND THE HEART.
J. L. McKeever, Chicago.
owned by Judge W. H. Newcomb,
Don't overlook the grave fact that
All
Mrs. William C. Bailey, New York.
Clark Rodgers and sons, Roscie and
Oil.
Struck
They
Knights are most 'rheumatism easily "settles In the
Buell McKeever, Chicago.
Clinton. The Newcomb claims com- At about 6:30 p. m. Wednesday the nriRP tlia Pllliv 'mil TaiMlMiru
cordially invited.
E. B. Cornell, Alamosa.
heart," and disturbs the valvular acha
crill of the Dayton Petroleum com-- ,
A. P. HILL, C. C.
tion. The cure consists in removing
'Isabe
Charles Carnith, Antonito.
cIajms (he Ben
Iodger8
the cause. Foley Kidney Pills so tone
REINGARDT. K. of R. and S.
pany reached the second oil Band, a ntI
Neil B. Field, Albuquerque.
nthlire
rpuQ
Dt,ora
splendid showing of gas and oil was also secured at the same time a lease
up and strengthen the kidneys that
Miss'Bainbridge Bell, Ambleside, j
Made. Depth about 1000 feet. Up to nnd option on the
FRATERNAL
OF AMERICA, they keep the blood free of poisons
UNION
Rodgers fruit ranch England.
this time the well has not been bailed, about two miles from the claims. The
Lodge No. 25'J, holds Its regular .'and uric acid crystals, that cause
Los
Mrs. H. Roch and daughter,
meeting on the first Thursday of each ;r!ieumatism, swollen joints, backache,
uiiu uib extent oi me una nas not, water right on this ranch is quite Angeles.
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m. inrinary irregularities and disturbed
been proven. Parties who were pres- - valuable to any
J. B. Parkell, St. Louis.
mining operators in
cnt when the showing was made Wed-- that district, and it was for this
Visiting brothers are invited and wel (heart action. Try them. The Capita,
L. ,T. Dunn, Lincoln, Neb.
come.
'Pharmacy.
John Morrow, Raton.
say it is as good if not better: pose principally that it was secured,
BENITO , 4 LA RID, President, j
W. B. Mitchell, St. Joseph.
than either the Brown or Belt wells, It is understood the optiou on the
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
New
Subscribe for the Santa
i
This Is directly between the two wells ranch alone calls for a purchase price
Ben T. Owen, Foisom.
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
named and on the south side of the 'in the neighborhood of J25.000.
La Salle.
ODD FELLOWS,
the time and works for the upbuildiPeto Chesnas, Albuquerque.
The gentlemen who secured the opNo. 2, I. O. O. F. ng; of our new Staf.
Louis Baumgardner, Albuquerque.
tion on the property represent .large
i:"
i
Santa Fe Lodg
p
R. L. Hubbard, Alamosa.
New York interests which have trans
meets
regularly
New Mexican Wnni Ads always
A. A. Sena, Las Vegas.
ferred the scene of their mining actievery Thursday evening at 8 o'clock brine results Trv
O. L. Taylor, Stanley.
vity from Mexico, owing to the turbuin Odd Fellows Hall. Vititlng broth- IT. B. Henton and wife, Shows.
lent condition of the country down
ers always welcome.
G. F King, Chicago.
there to more peaceful regions. It is
J. W. Walker, Chicago.
understood they will expend upwards
J. B. Malon, Chicago.
of $100,000 in development within the
CARDS
H. Gray, Chicago.
next
The property will be thor
Should Profit by Mrs. Hur-ley'- s oughlyyear.
H.
New
York.
Here
is
the
for
19I3's
sash
Jersey,
lingerie gown
exploited by means of churn
ATTORNEYS AT-LW.
summer.
George Hattenger, Albuquerque.
With this frock is worn a lingerie,
Experience-H- er
Own drills,
under-skirMontezuma.
t
The
Several of the claims upon which
is made of embroid- hat made t white chiffon and trinipied
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
C. R. Easley, City.
the gentlemen secured options, are
ered batiste and held in with a velvet with a large bow of white satin. A
Story Here Told.
City Attorney.
Carl T). Comstock, Silver City.
famous producers of the
band at the bottom.
white parasol and white shoes comCapital City Bank Building,.
J. F. Miller, Valley Ranch.
Lone Mountain district when that
The tunic is the new one th'it plete this costume.
of
The
bit
only
Mo.
Rooms
was troubled with district was the scene of
Eldon,
N. Kendall, Valley Ranch.
&
evolved from the old Russian blouse color is the brown velvet ribbon
great actiSanta Fe, New Mexico
displacement, organic inflammation and vity in the early eighties. Quite a
H. T. Mayberry, Datil, N. M.
and
a
belted
with
which
in
holds
white
silk
the
skirt.
loosely
!
rrr
lie male weakness. town grew up around the mines, which R. B. Warwick, Laredo, Texas.
TIME TABLE
For two years I
G. W. PRICHARD,
T. A. Geis, Espanola.
hundreds of miners. Hardly
j
could not stand on employed
Counaellor-at-Law.
and
'
Attorney
a vistage of what was once a large C. B. Stubblefield, Albuquerque.
RESULTS TELL.
Effective January 1st, 191 J.
SMALL CLUE
my feet long at a settlement remains
Practices in all the District Courti
F. L. Dausch, Denver.
today. The proptime and I could not
8ives special attention to case
A. M. Jones, Dayton.
erties are silver producers carrying
.
rhere Can Be No Doubt About the Re- - land
teave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to conLEADS TO
walk two blocks gold
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Mrs. S. C. Coffin, Detroit.
values. Both the Ruby and Maynect with No. 3 westbound and
in
Fe.
suits
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without enduring flower were famous in their
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Laughlin
Fe,
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day and
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12.
Henderson.
of
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Druckel, Albuquerque.
development
tell the tale.
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pains down my right work
.
F.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
Chas. X. Easley
done upon them. Silver City
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All doubt is removed.
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locally, and to Pacific
time purple in the
Can
be
arrest of the first suspected night
easily investigated.
A. T. Moeller, New York.
The local market is being supplied
Laud Department.
Coast
points.
face and would walk the floor. I could
What better proof can be had?
rider. The wall paper corresponded
land grants and titles examined,
fruit these W. E. Best, Tampa, Florida.
not lie down or sit still sometimes for a entirely with
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to conJ. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa!
tc the wall paper in the home of
A. G. McCoy. Aztec.
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back,
my
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of
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DR. W. HUME BROWN,
price,
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train for Clovls and eroa Valdeal
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The
suffering.
great
pain
merchants
are
The
notice
Drohandline the local
had been
night rider
Dentist
ley points.
worse when I took cold. In the
"After I had tried most every fe- ducts.
Over Spitz Jewelry Stor ..,
IF I FAIL TO CURE any CANCER or TUMOR posted at the home of Will Spencer, always
male remedy first, without success,
I
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winter
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most.
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In addition to the home consumD- arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
folReturning,
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and
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2
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Rooms
and
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to
I
mother-in-lame
take
TREAT BEFORE i t Poisons Bom or Daaii Glands
advised
my
m.
tion, several large shippers are selllowed by the destruction of Spencer's double came on after I had an attack Phone Red 6.
ComLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
cf malaria, while serving in the army
ing Dona Ana county nroduce nf all NO KNlrtor FAIN
home by Are,
i
Office Hour g a. m. to I p. m.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to conpound. I did so and gained in strength kinds in the markets. Verv laree No Pay Until Cured
war. In addition to
The entrance of Hall into the court- during the Civil
nect with No. 7 westbound carAnd
evervdav. I have now no trouble in
by
Appointment
the pain in my back, I had inflamnia-- i
other
are being made of every No X RayAnor leiana
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dramatic.
iroom
and
Judge
rying El Paso sleeper, also No.
your
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swinate.
highly
any way
Kino, or garden produce
The kidney se- as well as plant makes tho cure
was delivering a rigid charge to the tion of the bladder.
4 eastbound.
cine. It advertises itself. "Mrs. S. T.
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in a very few days canta-Thand
cietions
colored
fruit,
C.
highly
D., Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
andjC.
grand jury against night riding when
Hurley, Eldon, Missouri.
Any TUMOR, LUMP or
big shipments of cantaloupes Sore
i inea different
Hall entered1 the courtroom to be ar- tcaiciea in passage,
on tbaliD. face
PHYSICAN and SURGEON,
m.
Remember, the remedy which did will begin about July 23, and from or body long is Cancer
Hall said he would plead remedies, but nothing ever helped me
raigned.
this was Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable that date on until the
ItNwerPaini until tart
18-a much as Doan's Kidney Pills.
In
Rooms
Calls
Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conLeave
end of the stage.
to
a
BOOK
Laughlin
Bldg.
having posted
guilty
night rider
Compound. For sale everywhere.
cantaloupe shipping season car lots sent free; testimonials of
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
on Spencer's door, but would icturn for the great relief they promply attended day or night.
notice
cured
bnrae
thousands
at
No. 9 westbound.
It has helped thousands of women will be shipped. The big shippers WR'TE TO SOME
them
not talk of the arson charge which Irought, I, have recommended
HOTTE8:
have arranged for sales management ANY LUMP
who have been troubled with displacen.ore than once."
1 to II a. m.. 2 lo 4 p. m.. 7 lo 8 p. m
also is made against him.
IN
WOMAN'S
BREAST
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
ments, inflammation, ulceration, tumors, in the eastern cities, and the cars will Is C
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
ANC CR, and If neglected It always poisons
a. m.
be
backache,
to
rushed
their destination by fast deep glands in the armpit, and kills quickly.
irregularities, periodic pains,
It will not pay you to waits your
Buffalo.
Co.,
It will not pay you to waste your cents.
that bearing down feeling, indigestion, freight service. The cantaloupe
Address DR. & MRS. DR. CHAMLEY
time writing out your legal forms New York, sole agents for the I'nited time writing out your legal formi
and nervous prostration, after all other this year promises to be the crop ' 'Stnrtljr Reliable.' Poor Cured at Ball PriceBoolt
or Free. when you can get them
when you can get them already print-- '
very
already print- States.
don't
means have failed,
you best quality. One grower has a
Why
So. MAIN ST., LOS ANGELES, GAL ed at
IB
Remember
name Doan's and ed at the New Mexican Printing con
the
Mexican
New
large
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Printing
try itT
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under existing circumstances, we approve of the investment, of this fund
in the state highway bondH.'and that
we will not approve of its investment
In any other securities at this time.
We desire to add. In response to
jyoui statement hh to the desirability
lot' accepting the offers of the hanks,
'that, in our judgment your position is

12,

1!

know later his decision regarding an
Investigation.
In hiB charge this morning Judge
Pope went Into the law points conEmbroidery Floss In White
cerned and the facts Introduced pretty
14
and Colors, both in Silk and Cotthoroughly, his charge taking just
ton; also Crochet Cotton. D. M.
an hour. He, for the benefit of the
C.i Royal Society, and Princess.
jurors, called attention td the law reLinen, Art CenterStamped
it
garding common law marriages,
Hour!
Deliverv
Auto
pieces, Scarfs, etc.
Auto Delivery Every Hour!
Every
not well taken. In the first place, as
being the contention of counsel for
the defense that shortly prior to the
pointed out In lie resolution reject-- i
Another car of that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
birth of the plaintiff, Tony Wilson com;ing the bids of the hanks, the differ-will buy, try it. A coupon packed In every sack good for valuable
'vnva in the' rate of Interest, which
menced living with the mother of the
unor
to
the
to
we
boy
are
girl
and
besides
this
give
going
premiums,
would he received on the highway!
plaintiff and that this constituted a
der 15 years of age. who collects the most of these coupons up to
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
common law marriage and that any
which would be
and
the
amount,
bonds,
a
watch.
next
SCHOOL
PERMANENT
THE
to
SHALL
the
highest
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and
COURT
FEDERAL
IN
TRIAL
THE
ON
issue was the offspring of these two.
received from the hanks if their bids
Boys and girls get busy get your mother and your neighbors to
The judge admitted that the presump- voice culture $250.00.
BE INVESTEO
IN ROAD were accepted, is so insigninaut as to
FUND
use EMPRESS FLOUR.
ARGUMENTS
THREE
WEEKS.
FOR
THE
tion In law was that, it was their
be unworthy of consideration In view
NO of the general benefit to the state and
SAYS
SANTA FE BUSING"30 COLLEGE
MARRON
BONBS ?
child and he admitted that this preCLOSED YESTERDAY AND JUDGE
Jto the schools as will by investing
sumption had to be overcome, to prove
AND SECREin the highway bonds. The
otherwise, which might be done, he
No. 4
money
jthis
JURY TO DAY.
INSTRUCTED
4
4 per cent
about
he
difference
would
said, by proving that conditions were GOU. M'DONALD
YES.
TARY OF STATE SAY
such at the time conception must have
A GRANDFATHER
jper annum for each school child acoccurred that it could not bo Wilson's
cording to the last enrollment in the SENSATIONAL INCIDENT
child.
state and would have no perceptible
Jane Elizabeth Spencer arrived at
OFFICIAL LETTERS IN
effect upon the maintenance of the
Evidence of this sort had been inthe executive mansion yesterday on
YESTERDAY
HAPPENED
troduced by the plaintiff.
schools. This difference will probably
an extended visit to her grandparents,
CASE GIVEN BELOW be less in the future as the number
Briefly the history of the case be- Governor and Mrs. McDonald. Incibeof school children can be expected
gan with alleged illicit relations
Judge V. H. Hope formally charged tween Garcia and Bessie Spelck as dentally the little lady may spend
constantly to increase. In addition to
most of her natural life with her
of
The controversy over the invest- this the highway bonds are more de the jury this morning in the case
early as 1902 continuing through until
A. Spencer,
meat of the permanent school fund in jgirable as an investment because the Florence Lilliam Garcia vs. Petra Gar- the baby was born. Evidence was in- parents, Mr. and Mrs. T.
but not If Grandma McDonald can help
been
had
to
the state highway bonds, between U. income will be certain for a series of
troduced
show
she
that
.
cia, et al., which has been on trial for
say that Jane Elizabeth
he had in- it Reports
N. Marron, state treasurer, on one years, white there is no certainty or
in the federal dis- pregnant before, but that
10 pounds at birth and is as
weeks
three
almost
weighed
Attorreasonable prospect that the high rate trict court here. Inasmuch as this is troduced her to submit, to an operaside, and Governor McDonald,
perfect and healthy a specimen of wee
ney General Clancy and Secretary of of Interest bid by a few of the banks a case in equity, a jury was not neces-fnry- , tion. When she became pregnant in humanity as one could ask.
Mrs.
that he again in1908, it. Is
State Antonio Liicero. does not seem will be continued for any length of
but the judge stated that he had sisted on analleged
Spencer is reported exceptionally well
which she also.
to
to be settled, although Joint Resolu- - itime. It must be that when banks bid
operation,
All this happened yesterday,
seen fit to call them in order that they refused to
submit, and this resulted in but Mrs. McDonald
tion 14 of the Laws of 1913 makes it las much as fi per cent for the deposit tl
combined
says they were
their
judgment
rough
some
to
meet
done
of
is
a quarrel which established strained
is the best that can
money, it
the duty or the four gentlemen above
too much interested in the
t
In determining the
entirely
him
aid
might
and
as
no
safe
relations between them. However, he new arrival to think about telephonbe produced. It is
named to invest the school funds, and (temporary emergency
in this matter..
sent her to Salt Lake where the baby
made by the Boston
three out of the four vote to invest it careful banker will pay such interest
Little Jane
ing to the newspapers.
asked
the
to
In
him
order
help
give
iwas born, snd sent her $d0 a month Elizabeth has the honor of
in the highway bonds. Just what the upon deposits in New Mexico. As you
Woven Hose & Rubbeing the
inme
ne propoimaea
tor,
louowmg
de
ncrind
are
time
nffer
tnp
of
certificates
that
on
aware,
.An,hlI
outcome will be cannot be said just at
first baby born in the executive manber Co., the largest
them
asked
and
to
them
of
is
rate
m
ttrrogatories
interest
usual
the
her
after
1!,n9i
snortiv
tme
Jlmei
this time, but as there is a great In- posit
sion.
in the world. NON-KIN- K
and it is the gen to retire and consider them:
Ibabyyas born, she was married to The little girl is the first grandtel est in the matter over the state, only four percent,
is a superior
child
In
case
the
this
Is
the
more
eral opinion among bankers that
plaintiff
pony Wilson,
child of the first state governor.
the following correspondence is printmoulded pure
cannot safely be paid. As a conse of Elias G. Garcia?
Thadase contains many sensational
ed for theinformation of all interestWas Elias G. Garcia the author of ale
nuence of this, and as there is no ob
Para Rubber.
Jns, and has been hard fought
ed:
ligation on the hanks to continue the plaintiff's exhibit No. 144b, dated at Ion bum sides.
Santa Fe, N. M., July 7, 1913.
deposits upon the terms offered for Albuquerque, April Sth, 1909?
Hon. V, W. Clancy,
Is plaintiff's exhibit No. 144a, being
any length of time, we can reasonably
Red Color
Attorney General,
when th emergency to the envelope in which the- - letter of ANDRES CALLES
that
expect
The Auliseptiepowder shaken into
and a Pooular
Santa Fe, N. M.
the shoes The Standard Remmeet which these offers are made has April Sth, 1909, was received, in the
CAPTUREDS23S
; Seller with
tor the leet for a quarter
I.ear Sir:
edy
passed, the deposits will be surrender- same condition now as when first incenturv. 30,000 testimonials. Sold
1 am firmly of the conviction
that ed. Attention should be called to the troduced in evidence?
us for 5 years. RM;
5c.
AT NOGALES
Sample I'RH.h.
everywhere,
Address. Allen R. Olmsted. T,eRov, N V.
the investment of the permanent fact that the majority of the offers
Fully Guar- - iPfe
T- l- Min who nut the EEs in FEF"
Was Elias G. Garcia the- author of
school fund of the state in the securi- made were at rates much below those
anteed and
f
Andres Calles, a life prisoner in
plaintiff's exhibit No. 145, dated April
ties offered under House Joint Reso-htio- of the few banks which you desired
ail I'All A UUUU
, the state penitentiary, who escaped
23th, 1909?
No. 14, by the banks offering to accept, and that some of the most
Was Ellas G. Garcia the author of last November from that, institution
Quality.
the highest rate of interest in the bids prominent and strongest banks in the
exhibit No. 14fil, dated at in company .with Ben Wyant. servplaintiff's
opened on Tuesday last, the first of state made no bids at. all.
in Chicago, ing a five year term, has been caphotel
the Kaiserhoff
It is the opinion of all
July, is the best and safest invest
tured and is in jail at Nogales, Ariz.
March 8, 1910?
citizens that nothment that could be made of these and
Was the Elias G. Garcia the author Warden McManus received a wire a
imto
conduce
will
the general
funds.
ing
of letters not now in existence, but re- day or two ago telling of an arrest
of the
In the resolution rejecting these jprovenient and development
there of a supposed fugitive. He
state as much as ths construction of ceived by Bessie Wilson afterandApril wired the police there to send the
bids, which is as follows:
her
1909. in which both she
Sth,
"Resolved, That all of the bids re- good roads, and such general improve- sister testify the expressions, "Our prisoners picture.
It arrived' this
ceived
from the various banks, for de- ment and development will benefit the lHtle baby," "My Little Lillian," and morning and is almost an exact copy
"5
more
schools
would
than
immensely
posits of the permanent school fund
others were used with reference to of his picture in the records here. It
BUS-1NES- S
t.e rejected for the purpose of invest- the small difference in the interest the
is said there is no doubt whatever as
plaintiff?
beupon the permanent school fund
to his identity. A member of the
ing said fund in the state highway
is
If
above
answered
the
question
tween an investment in the highway
mounted police will be sent after him
bonds, the difference in the rate of inand in the bank deposits, even affimatively, state whether all of these
Calles was capterest received, which would be about bonds
Cray-craf- t,
not
were
if
and
all, probably tomorrow.
used,
if we could be assured of the perma- expressions
tured in Juarez several months ago,
four cents per annum per capita of
of the income from the banks which ones were used?
)
nency
fchool children as shown by the last
If you have found that Elias G. Gar- but broke jail just the day before
It is evident that at the present time
paextradition
with
Fornoff
as
to
be
so
small
enrollment, being
bonds can not be sold in cia was the author of the exhibits Captain
the
more than offset by the benefits to be the highway
pers arrived from Mexico City. Wybond market for cash at par In above referred to and used the ex- ant.
was arrested at Grand Island,
derived from the construction of high- accordance with the terms of the statpressions above given, answer this
Is again
ways to the schools themselves as ute authorizing their issue, and that, as further question, did Elias G. Garcia Neb., a few weeks ago, and
BlindhandType-writin- g,
within the walls of the local
safely
well as to all other interests."
a result, no funds
will be available n.ean by these exhibits that the plainprison. Jose M. Fernandez, the only
You do not base your disapproval of from that source for the
prosecution tiff was his child?
W. Q. SARGENT,
other man not at a road camp, who
Penthese securities upon the ground that of work on roads except by the makLoaded with a copy of the above, has
escaped' since Warden McManus
they are not safe or that they would ing of this investment therein of the some 150 exhibits in the case, and
was
also
has
had
captured
H. MENDENHALL,
charge,'
not bring the largest returns to the permanent school fund. We are In- several microscopes
and reading
about three weeks of liberty.
enpermanent school fund, but solely up formed by the state engineer that glasses the jury retired at 10:30 this after
cn the ground that it was for the pur- the need of this money is great and morning to consider this matter.
TUITION FEES.
pose of Investing these funds in the urgent, so that we are convinced that
Referring to the interrogatories
The De Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style and
New Mexico.
the course we are taking is impera- shove, the whole case hinges on the
highway bonds.
One hour, dictation, for speed in
I deem it to be my duty, under the tively demanded
by every considera- question of whether or not the plain
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
shorthand, (viva voce) $1.25.
law, to most respectfully decline to tion touching the general welfare of tiff, a little golden haired
papered. Many private baths and all the comOne hour, dictation,
any system,
irvest, these funds in the highway the state, including the interest of the girl, is the daughter of E. G. Garcia.
$1.00.
hotel.
(phonograph)
forts of a first-clas- s
bonds for the reason that the highway schools.
'and
144b,
Referring to exhibits 144a
apFive hours, dictation, for speed in
Very respectfully,
Ixmds yield only 4 per cent while the
145 and 146b, it may be said that they
one hour daily, (phonoW.
M
C.
shorthand,
DONATJl.
Bookbank securities offered will average
are the very foundation of the case
$4.00.
Governor of New Mexico.
more than C per cent and for the furof the plaintiff being letters written graph)
per
any one subject,
ANTONIO LTTCERO.
Teaching,
ther reason that the value of the high-to
even
the sig
wholly in typewriting
f
Secretary of State. nature, but letters in which the par- hour $1.25.
ay bonds, measured by the best bids
Machine practice, or private letter
FRANK W. CLANCY,
t htained
therefor, is only 77, while
entage of the plaintiff is alleged to be writing, any make, per hour $0.25.
General.
Attorney
we would be required to pay par of
A sensational
Bcene
acknowledged.
Per week, five hours daily, five days
100.
came up yesterday afternoon in this week tuition $6.00.
of
Term
Court.
Special
I respectfully request,
therefore, A
A.
E.
..Per month, five hours dally, five
special term of the federal dis- connection, the defense, Judge
tl at you indicate to me whether or
court has been called for Albu- Mann, openely charging that exhibit clays week, tuition $20.00.
not you deem these bank securities of- trict
144a had been tampered with,- and
Life scholarship for shorthand, type
for October 21, when a
fered to be unsafe. In the event that querque
that 144b was a forgery. The exhibit writing, spelling $100.00.
of cases will be taken up.
ou approve the same as to their
144a referred to is the envelope In
Life scholarship for above, and any
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
sr.fety, 1 will make the investment in
which ,Mrs. Wilson testified she re and all commercial subjects, or ten of
Personal Damage Suit.
the
bank
securities.
proper
j
Robert B. Whitt vs. the New Mexi- - ceived the letter, referred to as 144b, the subjects named: Bookkeeping, FACUNDO ORTIZ, OWNER
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, jarden & field seeds in bulk and packages
Very truly yours,
co Colorado Coal Mining company is from Mr. Garcia. Judge Mann called arithmetic,
banking,
advertising,
' Driver, Celso Ortiz.
O. N. MARRON,
the. title of a suit for personal dam- attention to the fact that there was credit, science, civil service, commerFe
house in
The only exclusive
State Treasurer.
elocution,
cial
two'
one
on
now
cent
law, English, Spanish,
the envelope,
ages which has been filed in the fedCourteous and Prompt TreatJuly 10, 1913.
eral district, court. Whitt asks for stamps. He claimed that persons In- insurance, normal, public speaking,!
Hon. O. N. Marron,
salesmanship, system, ment Accorded All.
damages in the sum of $30,000. 'He terested in the plaintiff's case had af penmanship,
State Treasurer, Santa Fe, N. M.
lives in Colfax county.
fixed one of the one cent stamps to a
Phone Black Dear
ck
Sir:
one cent letter which originally con45B,a
We find that your letter of July 7,
Admitted to Practice.
tained no writing and only an Easter
which was sent to each of us individThe following New Mexico attor- card, and had forged the letter admitIN
ually, was evidently intended for our neys have been admitted to
practice ting the parentage of the child. He
joint consideration, and we therefore in the federal district court:
out
an
had
that
card
Easter
pointed
now make joint answer to it.
H. L. Bickley of Raton.
teen sent to Stella, Bessie Wilson's
In your letter you state that you are
e
W. H. Wood well of Carlsbad.
16 Room Modern
House, Fine Shade, (Threo
sister, in an envelope on which there
firmly of the conviction that the inW. R. Reber of Las Cruces.
one
cent
was
he
a
This
Compartment).
only
stamp.
vestment of the permanent school fund
4 Room Frame House, 215 Feet Front, Fine Fruit and Shade
insisted lent, color to the charge of
of the state in the securities offered
Another Fair Association. .
Trees.
tampering with the letter which he inby the banks offering the highest rate
5 Room Modern Bungalow, with out buildings.
The Quay County Fair association sisted had been done, He pointed out
of interest in the bids opened on July
All of the above are rented and paying good interest on investhas filed incorporation papers with that the lower one cent stamp had
1, is the best and safest investment
ment, can make terms to suit purchaser.
which could be made of the fund, and the state corporation commission. been affixed over the mark of the can'
This fair association is iiicorDorateci celling stamp, showing conclusively
FOR RENT Beautiful new brick house, modern,
8 rooms,
you therefore say that you deem it
bath, range, shades, nice yard, garage, finest location, southeast
nur duty to decline to invest the under the laws of 1913, is not organ that it had been put on subsequent fo
corner Capitol, will make long lease.
funds in the highway bonds for the ized for profit and has no capital the mailing of the letter. Apparently
reason that they yield only 4 per cent, stock. Tfs purpose is to hold an an- he was on the right track, until one
M.
while the bank securities offered nual Quay county fair at Tucumcarl. o.' the jurors in examining the letter
will average more than 6 per cent; The incorporators are S. G. Lawson, discovered the fact that both of the
I15 East De Vargas Street.
Phone I2J J.
and you request that we indicate to Hardee Wyatt, G. N. Menefee, J. W. (r.e cent stamps had been added to
Corn
and
H.
H.
all
of
McEIroy,
and
the letter,
there was still plainly
you whether or not we deem the bank
N. M.
visible on the envelope the scalloped
securities offered to be unsafe, and
La
Cueva Co. Incorporated.
say that in the event we approve the
edges and a faint pinkish tinge show-tusame as to their safety, you will make
Incorporation papers for the La
where a two cent stamp had been
the investment in the proper bank Cueva Land company were filed this scraped off the letter to make room
morning and F. C. Wiloou of this city for the two one cent stamps.
securities.
This
We decline to pass upon the ques- is named as the statutory agent of pioved a boomerang, and whereas the
new
The
concern.
the
to
tion as
incorporators original contentions of Judge Mann
whether the bank securities are unsafe or not, as it is no part are F. C. Wilson, H. D. Bowman and had they been proven would have pracTALK
TO
"WHEWJ IT'S HOT, I AM TOO EXHAUSTED
M.
T. Dunlavy. The company is inof our duty to do so, nor have you
ME FOR A SCREENED PORCH, A HAMMOCK,
HARDWARE.
Wedding Boquets.
tically destroyed the case of the plain- $
for $1,500,000 of which tiff, the
I can contain.
I feel
to
corporated
demand
us
we
of
any
cream
for
as
that
right
ice
much
you
sorry
a fan and at
juror's discovery that there S
and Floral Decorations.
Designs
cuis
$500,000
should
i
on
guaranteed
necespreferred
that
no
a
pass
t's
question especiaj.
luxury, it's
if you haven't got a freezer;
downright
had originally been a two cent stamp
7
cent
mulative
and
the
stock,
we
1
have
after
per
united in rejecting!
ly
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
The Reliable Hardware Co., have several patterns that do
oc the letter, and that the envelope
Phone 12. S
sity.
the bids of the banks for the avowed remainder is common stock. It Is had
been fixed up since inthe work easily. They keep t he ice bill down.
evidently
said
are
back
that
Chicago capitalists
purpose of investigating the funds In
troduced in evidence, to correspond
They have lots of other sea sonable things at reasonable prices:
of the enterprise and that the land
the state highway bonds.
Ice Picks, Refrigerators, Lem on Squeezers, ice Shavers, Flreless
with the argument Judge Mann was
We cannot find any provision of law intended to be improved is in Mora
Cookers, Etc. The heat does not interfere with their delivery. Or
making, resulted in grave suspicions
county.
to
giving
you
make
any
e
any
authority
asy.
der all you want and take it
regarding the defendants' side of the
State
of
investment
fund
this
Designated.
as
In
Highway
except
the
case. All the attorneys interested
They'll demonstrate any of t heir goods, but better go there
nor
us,
in
are you
At an Informal session yesterday
by
any way
morning, it'll be cooler and no rush.
then took the stand in turn and gave
charged with any responsibility as to at which they listened to the arguPHONE 85 MAIN.
l.'.Tftil)
Hope to see you soon at
in regard to the letter,
such investment.
No investment of ments of P. H. Bailey, H. R. Hannum, their testimony
the
and
of
the
following
judge
charge
n be made in any securi- A. P. Williams and Jos. F. Bennett, the
the fund
ties unless they are first approved by State Highway commission
decided to the jury, this mornlng.Judge Mann
AND
the governor, secretary of state and that a road on the west side of the rose and stated that on behalf of the
"demand-SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
attorney general, and if there should Rio Grande, 23 miles long In south- pttorneys for the defense he
full and complete investigation
SAWED
LUMP
WOOD
jbe any resulting losses from such in ern Dona Ana county, should be desigvestment the state must reimburse nated as a state highway and as such into the Incident of yesterday" above
COAL
STEAM
WOOD
CORD
to.
referred
them, but there is nothing to make would come in for a share of the state
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
Judge Pope said that he would take
The
you officially or personally liable for and county highway money.
of counsel for the dethe
what is done.
request
'Side
Montezuma
the
West
Avenue, near A., T- - & S, F. Railroad D
petitioners represented
fense under advisement and let them
association.
Therefore, we now say to you
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Prepare Now!
NONKINKj
RUBBER HOSE
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DANDY

7-P-

WRAPPED
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HOSE
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'
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Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

public-spirite-

$300

d

To raise

this quickly

for new desks,

the new premises of
the SANTA FE

It was The Palace Hotel,

it is

COLLEGEtthe

same stairs as
photographer,
the cash fee for a life
scholarship for Shorthand,
Spelling and
Punctuation and
manship will be $95
instead of $150, if
rolled before the 17th
inst.,next Thursday.
These much reduced
terms offered to the
first three suitable
plicants only.

nsrow

THE DE VARGAS
Proprietor.
Business Manager.

W.

WHOLESALE

keeping $75 instead of
$100. No books to buy

AND RETAIL

to those who enroll
within 7 days.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

HACK No. O.

-

Always

grain

paint-ing,decorating,etc.- ,for

at the Plaza,

Santa

LEO HERSCH

45

BARGAINS

TftEffARPWEW

CITY PROPERTY

(

Brick-Adob-

GEO.

KINSELL, SANTA FE, N. M.

Cut Flowers

'

CAPITAL COAL YARD

Your Reliable Hardware Store.

oal

a

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

AAAAJ
VvOOQ

CERRILLOS

SIZES.

that, Improvement

